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INTRODUCTION
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM.
Church-planting is a high risk business,
abroad.

both at home and

There is a substantial chance of failure.

The church

planter and his family frequently move into a community with
no funds,

no families and no facilities to assist them in

starting a

new congregation.

He only has a subjective

feeling that "God has called him to plant a church."

He

envisions himself as a Christian warrior invading Satan's
territory,

engaging the enemy in spiritual warfare and

establishing a beachhead for Christ by raising up a new
church.

He has an abundance of zeal,

where or how to begin.
without any forethought,

but little knowledge of

He simply plunges into the battle
reconnaissance or strategic planning.

His initial thrust may prove successful.
aggressive outreach ministry of visitation,
distribution and soul-winning.

He launches an

literature

He finds one or two Christian

families who are willing to help him plant a church in their
community.

He wins a major victory when someone receives

Christ as his personal Savior.

After several weeks he has

gathered a nucleus of believers.
for Bible study and prayer.

They begin meeting regularly

The battle is going well.

The

enemy is being driven back.
As the group grows,

a school gymnasium,

a store front or

a community building is rented where public meetings can be
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It appears the enemy is on the run.

held.

There is joy in

There is great rejoicing when the gains are

the camp.

consolidated and the group is organized as a local church.
now the group may have fifteen,

By

twenty or thirty people who

have joined with the church planter.

The beachhead is secure.

The enemy appears to be on the brink of defeat.

Total victory

is only a matter of time.
But as the weeks and months pass, momentum wanes.

The

initial enthusiasm fades and the church planter finds himself
bogged down in a war of attrition.

For every person who is

won to Christ, a family loses interest or moves from the
community.
more time,

Administrative responsibilities consume more and
leaving insufficient opportunities for soul-winning

and visitation.

As the infant church begins to grow, it finds

it needs more space,
prices.

but cannot afford the exorbitant rental

Property is prohibitively expensive or simply not

available.

The initial successes turn to defeats as he learns

that a significant portion of the people in his neighborhood
cannot identify with the new church culturally or
linguistically.

Because the area is economically depressed,

the weekly offerings do not produce sufficient income to meet
expenses.
The enemy has launched a counter-offensive and has
stymied the church planter's progress.
force has lost the initiative.

The Christian invasion

Its thrust has been blunted.

It has become an occupation army.

The church planter assumes

a more defensive posture to conserve his gains and to hold on
to the territory that has been won.

The church family draws

fI
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closer together.
turn of events.
ceased.

They are confused and disillusioned by this
Progress and growth have slowed, if not

People begin to wonder how they will ever overcome

the barriers before them.
to replace.
sets in.
church.

Losses and defections are difficult

The group begins to dwindle.

A siege mentality

The enemy increasingly encroaches upon the fledgling
Gradually it is being pushed back into-the sea.

Discouragement develops.
is felt by many.

A sense of defeat and failure

Disaster is imminent.

The final blow comes

when the church planter, frustrated and defeated,
subjective call of God to new,

feels that

greener fields of service.

What started out as a grand and glorious mission for God has
turned into a spiritual fiasco.
Unfortunately, this scenario is not a rare exception.
Church planters and mission agencies working throughout the
United States have experienced numerous situations in which
church-planting efforts have failed to produce a healthy,
growing church.
two years.

Many new churches do not survive the first

Others are closed down within five years when it

becomes apparent that they are not going to succeed.
may struggle on,

A few

sapping the energy and resources of all

concerned without producing any tangible results.
The cost of unsuccessful church-planting is tremendous.
The financial investment is staggering.

It takes between

$120,000 and $180,000 to keep the church planter on the field
for five years.

It will take another $60,000 to $100,000 for

operating expenses during the same time period.
is secured, another $250,000 may be invested.

If property
Thus,

the
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initial expenditure may range from $180,000 to over $500,000,
depending on circumstances.

Can this expense be justified if

the church planter fails to plant a healthy,

growing church?

Failure to plant a church causes damage to everyone
involved.

It hurts the testimony of the church planter,

mission agency and most importantly, ~Christ Himself.
represents a poor investmept of time,

the

It

effort and money.

It

discourages those Christians who were involved as well as the
churches which supported the effort.

The church planter may

question his call to the ministry and be tempted to resign
from full-time Christian service.

He may even doubt the

faithfulness of God.
All too often,

church planters start new churches without

doing adequate research into the target community.

They do

not know whether the area is growing or declining in
population.

They are unable to distinguish the ethnic,

linguistic and class divisions within the target zone.

They

have not determined what churches are in the vicinity, whether
those churches are growing or declining,
need for another church in the area.

or if there is even a

They have not searched

out the availability of meeting places or future building
sites.

They are unaware of the transportation patterns,

the

economic climate and the environmental make-up of the land.
They simply target communities and select church-planting
sites without doing adequate research on the community to
determine the need,
a new church there.

responsiveness or advisability of starting
Their decision is based solely on their

subjective feeling that God wants them to start a church in
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that area.
In light of the significant number of church-planting
failures in the United States,
feelings,

one must wonder if subjective

which are so easily influenced by emotions,

experiences and environment,

provide an adequate basis for

determining where a church should be started.

Are there not

other factors that should be taken into. consideration when
making such a decision?

Specifically,

can God use knowledge

of the demographic make-up of a community,
guidance of the Ho1v Spirit,

along with the

to direct the church planter to

the area best suited for developing a new church?
It would seem that when a church is started without
adequate research into the target community,
failure is increased.

the chance of

The lack of demographic research has

resulted in churches being started in dying towns which cannot
support a church,
responsive people,

among resistant people rather than among
in ethnic communities to whom the church

plantec is not prepared to minister.

It has also resulted in

needless duplication and competition.
How can a demographic survey of a community provide
information which would result in a better choice of location?
What role does or should demography play in determining where
to start new churches?

What factors should be taken into

consideration when making the determination of where to plant
a church?

These questions are vital,

both to the individual

church planter and to church-planting mission agencies which
must determine the placement of their personnel.
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE.
The purpose of this thesis is four-fold.

The first

goal shall be to establish the fact that there is a legitimate
and desperate need for a massive program of church-planting
throughout the United States.

This will be done by examining

the relevant data pertaining to the social and ecclesiastical
changes which necessitate such a
brief examination of migration,

church~planting

immigration,

effort.

A

urbanization and

a host of other related subjects will be included.

This

research will demonstrate that large segments of the American
population are unchurched and unreached by the existent
ecclesiastical community.
The second purpose of this paper is to familiarize
the reader with some of the basic principles of demography,
church planting and church growth in order to demonstrate how
these principles can interact in the choice of church-planting
sites.
use.

Ignorance of these precludes any possibility of their
T~is

lack of knowledge can only hamper the church

planter's efforts.

On the other hand,

an acquaintance with

the philosophy involved in each of these expands the potential
for success.

It will be demonstrated that these disciplines

are interrelated and interdependent.
The third

obj~ctive

will be to determine what role

demography can and should play in the selection of the target
city.

the ministry area within that city and the actual church

buildinoo site.
of

Demography is not a substitute for the leading

the Holy spirit.

Rather it is viewed as a tool,

an

instrument which the Holy Spirit can use to direct the church
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planter in selecting the area which will be most conducive to
plant a new church.

It provides the church planter with

objective as well as subjective input for the decision-making
process.
Finally,

this paper proposes to demonstrate that

demography can be a valuable asset in the hands of'the
Spirit-led church planter to enhance

th~

likelihood of

successfully planting a church in a given community.
goal of church-planting is to develop a healthy,
church,

If the

growing

then the church planter should avail himself of every

opportunity which will increase his chances of success.

It

will be shown that demography can be one of the most
beneficial devices at his disposal.

STATEMENT OF IMPORTANCE.
The role of demography in the church-planting process
is important for a number of reasons.

First of all,

pl2nting is inherent to the Great Commission.

apnstles understood this,

church-

Certainly the

for new churches were established

wherever they went in obedience to the Lord's imperative.
Successful church-planting involves the establishment and
growth of healthy churches.
to survive,

If a church is started,

but fails

then there has been no successful church-planting.

Demography can enhance the potential for success by providing
valuable statistical information concerning prospective
chllrch-planting ~ites.
Second,

the Great Commission as given in Matthew

28:19 commands that we disciple panta ta ethne or all people
groups.

Every ethnic,

social,

cultural and class group is to
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be evangelized.

This cannot be done if their existence or

location is unknown.

Demography enables the church planter to

identify and target each group within a given community.

He

can then mold his ministry to reach those people more
efficiently.
Third,

is the fact that failure to do demographic

research can result in significant numbers of people being
Various ethnic, age,

overlooked.

and social groups will be

neglected without adequate investigation into the community's
Population shifts and trends will be missed.

composition.

New suburban church-planting opportunities will be bypassed
without such demographic analysis.
A fourth consideration is the vital role demography
plays in the decision making process of home mission agencies.
The placement of personnel is of crucial interest.
investment of time,

The

effort and resources requires the most

productive use of their church-planting staff.
constituency demands results.

Their

A mission agency cannot afford

to place workers in no-win church-planting situations.

The

mission which does so repeatedly develops a reputation of not
being able to get the job done.

They are considered poor

stewards of the resources which the Lord has given them.
results in the reduction,
candidates.

if not the cessation,

of funds and

So the question of demography is vital to mission

agencies in determining the

pla~ement

of church-planting

missionaries.
Fifth,

This

demography is often crucial in determining the

success or failure of a church-planting effort.

The same
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church planter can go to two different communities,
same methods,

and preach the same messages.

in one area and fail in the other.
the keys to this paradox.

use the

He will succeed

Demography holds one of

Research would have revealed that

the one area was composed of elderly immigrants who lived in
an economically depressea,

deteriorating community.

Worship

was conducted _by a religious leader from their homeland,

in

the "mother tongue" of the people and in accordance with their
cultural heritage.

The chances for successfully planting a

church in this community would be extremely limited.
Research might have shown that the other community was
composed primarily of young,

middle-class families which were

progressing up the socia-economic ladder.
well-educated,

They were

progressive and interested in new ideas.

The

prospect of planting a church in this community is
considerably higher than in the one described in the previous
paragraph.

Demographic research thus is vital in determining

the success or failure of the church-planting effort by
revealing the best places for church-planting.
Finallv,

there are approximately 165,000,000'

people in the United States.

unsaved

It is imperative that we locate

them and plant churches which can reach them with the gospel.
This requires demographic information.

Good stewardship

requires that we use our limited resources and personnel in
the most effective ways possible.

Use of demographic

information coul~ greatly increase the productivity of

1Donald A. McGavran and George G. Hunter, III, Church
Growth Strategies That Work (Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press,
1980), p. 104.
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available funds and church planters.

To do otherwise

constitutes poor stewardship of that which God has given us.

STATEMENT OF POSITION.
The position embraced by this thesis is that
demography can and should playa vital role in determining
where new churches should be established.
community surveys,

Failure to do

to gather demographic information and to

utilize that information effectively appears to have
contributed significantly to the failure of many churchplanting efforts in the United States.
Mission agencies and individual church planters have
repeatedly started new churches with little or no research
The economic prospects have

into the proposed target area.
not been evaluated.

The ethnic,

social,

and cultural

composition of the community has not been determined.

The

availability of property and buildings has not been
considered.

The existence or proximity of gospel preaching

churches has not been judged. The growth or decline in
population has been ignored.

In all too many cases,

churches

have been started without any consideration to the demographic
realities of the community.
The amazing factor is not that so many churches
started in this way fail,

but that so many of them succeed.

In spite of all the unforseen obstacles,
have survived.

hundreds of churches

Some of them have become healthy,

reproducing New T~stament congregations.

growing,

They are a testimony

to the perseverance of the church planter and the faithfulness
of God.

On the other hand, many of the churches which survive
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remain small,

anemic,

struggling congregations which meet in

inadequate buildings,

under adverse circumstance with little
A careful demographic

hope of growth or productive ministry.

survey initially might have resulted in their development in
locations which would have been more conducive to growth.
Demography is not viewed as a substitute for the
Holy Spirit or even as an essential supplement to His
guidance.

The Holy Spirit is perfectly capable of directing

His servants by subjective means alone.

He certainly did this

in Acts 16 when he directed Paul to Macedonia.
decision to go was subjective in nature.
Holy Spirit-given
But,

vi~ion

rather than hard,

Paul's

It was based on a
tangible research.

that does not negate the use of objective considerations.
Moses sent spies into the Promised Land to evaluate

the conditions.

Christ was moved with compassion when he

surveyed the multitudes in Matthew 9.
Athens,

observing the

hea~hen

Paul criss-crossed

temples and altars in Acts 17.

He planted churches in the strategic metropolitan population
centers throughout the Rom3n Empire.
involved objective data.
and evaluated.

Each of these situations

Information was discovered,

gathered

Plans and reactions were surely influenced by

thia objective data.
It is readily granted that the gathering of objective
data in biblical times did not use the sophisticated means at
ou~

disposal today.

time.

Those means were not available at that

But objective data was taken into consideration and

was used by the Holy Spirit to guide and direct His servants.
It is the position of this thesis that the collection,
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analysis and application of objective,

demographic information

is essential to successful church-planting efforts throughout
the United States today.
of the church planter,

While it will not cure all the ills

it will help him avoid many of the

frustrations and problems which he will otherwise encounter.

STATEMENT OF LIMITATIONS.
This thesis is limited to the examination of the
role demography can play in better determining the location
for new churches in the United States.
study of demography,
growth principles,
included.

It is not an in-depth

church-planting procedures nor church

although pertinent material will be

The point of concern deals with how knowledge of

population shifts,

class and cultural divisions and community

make-up affect church-planting efforts and how this
information can be used to enhance the church planter's
ministry.
This paper is not designed to examine all the causes
for church-planting failures.

Rather,

it follows a positive

approach and is limited primarily to the consideration of the
role demography can and should play in the determination of
where new churches are established throughout the United
States.
An exhaustive examination of church-planting
methodology will not be pursued within the confines of this
work.

While it is obvious that the selection of the proper

approach to church-planting plays a vital role in the success
or failure of church-planting,

this paper assumes that the

appropriate method will be selected based in part upon the
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gathering of adequate demographic information about the target
community.

CHAPTER I
DEMOGRAPHY: WHAT IS IT?

Numbers are important.

We cannot live without them.
They influence our

They affect every aspect of our lives.
ability to buy,
govern,

sell,

travel,

count,

tell time,

plan,

They gauge our speed on the highway,

and retire.

determine the temperature of the stove,
physical well-being or lack thereof.
the military,

tax,

and evaluate our

Business,

government,

ecclesiastical leaders and the academic

community all function on the basis of numbers.
Numbers enable computers to keep track of millions of
senior citizens and to mail out monthly Social Security
checks.

Banks,

grocery stores,

to monitor inventory,

schools,

and railroads are able

accounts and student records.

Life

would be chaotic withol1t a svstematized numerical structure.
Numbers are regularly used to record attendance and
offering totals by church officials.

Numbers are used to

divide the Bible into chapter and verses.

Information cards

are distributed to gain vital information about visitors and
potential members.

Mankind uses the numerical approach in all

worthwhile human endeavor.
It is the contention of

this author that numbers and

demographic or statistical research can and should play a
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vital role in the church.

This is especially true in the

areas of church-planting and growth.

Many of the mistakes of

past mission agencies and church planters can be traced to
poor decisions based on inadequate research.
Some people become upset when numbers and statistical
evaluation are suggested as positive tools to be used in
planting churches and promoting the growth of those churches.
Charges of numerolatry and warnings concerning the tyranny of
statistics can be heard. 1

Demographic opponents point out

that David's numbering of the children of Israel was
satanically inspired (I Chronicles 21:1).

On this basis,

they

assume that all other such activity is equally wrong, if not
sinful.
They forget that the same God who chastened David for
numbering the people, also commanded Moses to take a census of
the nation of Israel (Numbers 1:1-2).

Peter Wagner observes

that "using numbers is not intrinsically right or wrong.
depends on the motive.,,2

It

Donald McGavran concurs that it is

"the motive for numbering which has much to do with God's
approval or disapproval.,,3
Ihim~elf

David used demography to promote

whereas Moses used it to further the work of God.

There is nothing wrong ~ith the gathering,

recording and

1Donald A. McGavran and George G. Hunter, III, Church
Growth Strategies That Work (Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press,
1980) p. 19.

CA:

2C. Peter Wagner, Strategies for Church Growth (Ventura,
Regal Books, 1987), p. 43.

3Donald A. McGavran, Understanding Church Growth (Grand
Rapids, MI: W.B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1970), p. 83.
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analyzing of numbers when it is done for the glory of God.
Richard Wilkie,

a prominent United Methodist bishop,

rebuked his fellow clergymen who were unconcerned about the
two million member decline in the Methodist Church during the
He said:

past twenty years.

"Ignorance of statistics is

ultimately a cheap cop-out for not caring whether an
organization lives or dies .

Statistics represent people.

. any enterprise that ignores essential data travels the
road to oblivion.,,4

Demography Defined
Demography has been defined in various ways.

Wolfenden

defines it as "the statistical or collective study of human
life.,,5

T.H. Hollingsworth explains it as the statistical

study of population, and as such embraces all aspects of
population movement that are capable of numerical
mea sur emen t. 6

The dictionary expresses it as "the science of

vital statistics,
pop u 1 il t ion s . "7

as of births,

deaths,

marriages,

etc.,

of

Goran Ohlin once remarked that demography has

the same ingredients as all the most popular novels:

4Richard B. Wilkie, And Are We Yet Alive?
Abingdon Press, 1986), p. 50.

sex and

(Nashville, TN:

5 Hugh H. Wolfenden, Population Statistics and Their
Compilation (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1954),
p. 1.
6 T . H . Hollingsworth, Historical Demography (Ithaca,
Cornell University Press, 1969), p. 14.

NY:

7Webster's New World Dictionarv of the American Langu~ge:
Coll eae Edition (New York: The World Publishing Company,
1966)7 p. 390.
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death.

B

Demography deals with the quantitative aspects of a given
community,

state or nation.

Demographic statistics include

everything from population totals to economic,
health characteristics,

social and

to geographical distribution.

Demographers are interested in more than mere population
They gather information on population changes by

totals.

keeping track of births,

deaths,

immigration and emigration.

Age and sex distribution are carefully calculated. Ethnic
background, marital status,

fertility rates,

economic

condition, and host of .other social data are now analyzed.
Anything that can be measured or counted is subject to
demographic analysis.
Demographic information is gathered in three ways:
enumeration of a population as in a census;
upon the occurrence of certain events,
marriage,

death,

illness or divorce;

an

the registration

such as birth,

and by sample surveys of

cross sections of the population.

The History of Demography
Demographic research is not new.

"There are indications

that population enumerations were made in Babylonia before

3800 B.C., in China about 3000 B.C., and in Egypt near 2500
B.C. "9

Moses, Joshua and David all numbered their people.

AnCient Greece and Rome conducted numerous population counts

BHollingsworth, Historical Demography,

p.

11.

9Mortimer Spiegelman, Introduction to Demography
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1955), p. 1.
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when they gathered certain social and economic characteristics
of the people.
During the Middle Ages, Charlemagne (A.D. 808) and
William the Conqueror (A.D. 1086) maintained statistical
records of the heads of families for tax purposes.

The city

of Nurenberg had a complete population count in 1449.
Italy,

parish priests compiled population counts by

age during the 16th, 17th and 18th centuries.

~ex

In
and

J. Graunt of

England was the first to study historical records of
population critically.

In 1662 he deduced that London was

increasing numerically and slowly moving westward.
Quebec became the first country to institute a regular
census system in 1666.

Sweden was the first country in Europe

to establish a regular system of census-taking in 1749.
Austria,

Norway and Denmark followed suit.

There was strong

opposition to a census in England, however.
for the city of York,

a Mr. Thornton,

In 1753, the M.P.

stood in the House of

Commons and denounced the concept with these words:

"I hold

this project to be totally subversive of the last remains of
English liberty."10

A regular census was not instituted in

the British Isles until 1801.
Census-taking became a regular function of the United
States government in 1790.
by Article 1, Section 2,

A decennial census was mandated

of the United States Constitution

which had been adopted two years earlier.

The original

purpose of the census was to apportion the seats in the House

10Hollingsworth, Historical Demography,

pp.

72,73.
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of Representatives based on the population of each State.

A

secondary reason was to derive an equitable basis upon which
to tax each State for the payment of the Revolutionary War
debt .11

The American census gradually became the model for

most other countries.
Biblical Demography
Far from being unbiblical, the use of numbers and
census-taking are very much in vogue in the Bible.
addition to the censuses of Moses and David,

In

the Bible

indicates that Ezra numbered the people who returned from
exile (Ezra 2:1-70).
7:6-69).

Nehemiah did the same thing (Nehemiah

Late in life, David conducted a census among the

Levites with the Lord's approval (I Chronicles 23:1-14).
Statistical records were often kept.

The number of

people who fled from Egyptian bondage was tabulated and
recorded (Exodus 12:37).

The amount of materials needed to

build the Tabernacle was also calculated and kept for future
reference (Exodus 38:21-31).
called Numbers,

An entire book of the Bible is

indicating the importance God's people placed

on statistical information. Numerous genealogies are recorded
in the books of First and Second Chronicles.
The importance of numbers and demographic information can
also be seen in the New Testament.

Jesus spoke of counting

the cost before attempting to buill a tower or going to battle
against an enemy (Luke 1:28-32).

The biblical prophecy

11 Bureau of the Census, Country and City Data Book (1983)
(Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1983), p. xxiii.
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concerning the birth place of our Lord was fulfilled because
of the decree of Caesar Augustus that all those under his
realm were to return to their ancestral homes to be taxed
(Luke 2:1-5).

This was a form of census and involved a great

deal of demographic research.
Scripture records that God keeps track of

such~

statistical information as the number of .sparrows and the
number of hairs on a person's head (Matthew 10:29-30).

The

disciples counted the people who were fed with bread and fish
(Matthew 14:21).

The Good Shepherd counts His sheep and notes

when a single one is missing (Matthew 18:12).
the number of fish he caught (John 21:11).

Pet~r

tallied

The church

recorded how many people were saved and baptized on the Day of
Pentecost (Acts 2:41).

Paul kept a record of people he

baptized (I Corinthians 1:14,16).

The book of Acts is a

statistical report on the growth of the early church.
Demography, numbers,

statistics,

not to be viewed with apprehension.

population research are
There is considerable

precedent in the Bible to warrant viewing them as valuable
tools which can be used to record,

evaluate and enhance the

work of God.

The Importance of Demography
The importance of demographic figures cannot be
exaggerated easily.
determine policy,

Governments use the information to

taxes and social programs.

Predictions of

21
social and economic trends are based on numerical research.12
"By analyzing just who is dying of what causes at what age, we
can do everything from setting insurance premiums to
allocating public money to fight disease. "13
"The Constitution of the United States provides for a
-

census of population every ten years in order that the
membersh~p

of the House of Representatives may be apportioned

among the states on the basis of population.,,14
shifts occur,

As population

political clout changes from the North and East

to the South and West,

from the Democrats and liberals to the

Republicans and conservatives.

Candidates regularly retain

demographers to poll public opinion.

They then develop

campaign themes and speeches which reflect the preferences of
the people they want to influence.
Demography plays a major role in the commercial and
industrial sectors of society.
Demographics says:

Cheryl Russell of American

"Demography today is more than a framework

for social analysis.

It is a business tool.

It has been

taken out of the classroom and brought into the board room."15
Robert Hagan, who heads a demographic consulting firm
based in Alexandria,

Virginia concurs that "business should be

tracking those changes that have a significant impact on life
12S p iegelman,

Introduction to Demography,

13Merrill Sheils,
September 17, 1983, p.
14S p iegelman,

p.

2.

"A Portrait of America," Newsweek,
24.

Introduction to Demography,

p. 5.

15Harry Bacas, "America's Changing Face," Nation's
Business, July 1984, p. 25.
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sty Ie sand con sumer b eha vio r . "16
of money in plant expansion,

Before investing large sums

retooling or introducing new

products, corporations do extensive demographic research.
What products does the public want?

Where is the best

location for a new factory or commercial outlet?
adequate labor pool available?

Is there an

Millions of dollars are spent

each year on statistical research answering these questions.
Harry O'Niel,
in Princeton,

president of Opinion Research Corporation

New Jersey says:

"The key is to look at your

product mix in terms of where the population is going and make
the necessary changes in advance of the demographic changes,
so you're ready to capitalize on them. "17
McDonalds is one of the most successful fast-food stores
in America.

One of the primary reasons for this is their

choice of locations.

Before opening a new store,

carefully analyze statistical projections.
growing?

they

Is the area

Is property available near major traffic flows?

there significant completion nearby?
demographic evaluations,

Based upon their

sites are chosen which are most

likely to produce results. 18
Writing for The News
Virginia,

&

Daily Advance in Lynchburg,

Susan Brandt observes:

Give a developer an intersection in the city and
16Ibid.

p.

23.

17Ibid.

p.

25.

18Roger N. McNamara, ed., A Practical Guide to Church
Planting (Cleveland, OH: Baptist Mid-Missions, 1986),
pp. 44-45.

Is
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within a few hours he can probably tell you neighboring
residents' salaries, ages, race and education as well as
their shopping preferences for cars, groceries or clothes.
And he can also predict what those numbers will be in five
years.
That's because most developers subscribe to a
marketing survey service.
. That kind of information
is a tool that helps would-be store owners take the guess
work out of choosing a spot for'their businesses. 19
Demography has become big business.
enterprise in its own right.

It has become an

A population Reference Bureau

directory lists 77 demographic firms,

plus data centers in

forty-nine states and the District of Columbia,

that can help

businesses with demographic information. 20
School boards use demography to determine district
boundaries, busing policies, location of new schools and the
closure of old ones.

Budgets are prepared and state funding

is secured on the basis of the statistical reports filed by
the Board of Education.

Demography is used in evaluating

social programs in the schools such as desegregation,
pregnancy prevention and drug abuse.
Demography is an inseparable part of American life.
touches every area of life whether it be social,
educational,

political and religious.

economic,

Life as we know it

today would be impossible apart from the influence of
demography.

19S usan G. Brandt, "The Science of Shopping for
Shoppers," The News & Daily Advance, September 20, 1987,
p. F-4.
20Bacas,

Nation's Business,

p.

23.

It
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Governmental Demographers
The United States government is the most prolific
compiler of statistical information in the world.
full-time staff dedicated to this task.

It has an a

The Census Bureau is

a branch of the Department of Commerce and is responsible for
periodically tabulating the population of America.
The United States Census Bureau takes a census of the
population every ten years,
begins.

during the year a new decade

This is in accordance with the United States

Constitution which was adopted in 1787 and mandated that

"

. the actual enumeration shall be made within three years

after the first meeting of the Congress of the United States
and within every subsequent term of ten years,

in such manner

as the y shall b y 1 a w d ire ct. 1121
The first census was taken in 1790 and the most recent
one in 1980.

All together, twenty national censuses have been

taken in the United States.

The Census Bureau itself did not

become a permanent part of government until 1913.
A census report contains a wealth of demographic
information.

The individual and the family are the primary

statistical units.
marital status,
households,
residence,
marriage,

economic activity,

mother tongue,

16.

usual place of

extent of schooling,

number of children born,

sex,

relationship to head of

place of birth, citizenship,

21Wolfenden,
p.

It provides information on age,

religion,

duration of

ethnic origin and

Population Statistics and Their Compilation,

25
.

houslng.
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It takes approximately two years for the Census Bureau to
compile, analyze and publish its findings.

While the

decennial census represents a mother lode of vital statistics,
the Census Bureau seeks to update the information through a
An ever-increasing flood of

monthly survey of 60,000 persons.

information is available as a result.

"The 1950 census

produced 50,000 pages of demographic statistics.

The number

grew to 100,000 pages in 1960, 200,000 pages in 1970 and
250,000 pages plus thousands of reels of computer tapes in
1980. ,,23
Computers can provide overlays for each of thirty-seven
different population characteristics, including race,
sex, occupation, income and buying habits.

age,

As a result,

David Bradwell says that it is now "possible to take a
relatively few population attributes and make reliable
predictions of how members of a group would behave. ,,24
Government demographers have done a great service to
church planters by providing invaluable statistical
information on potential church-planting sites.
opinion of this author,

In the

it would be a gross mistake to

ignore such a wealth of data.
22S p iegelman,

Introduction to Demography,

~Bacas,

Nation's Business,

24 I bid .,

p.

23 .

p.

25.

p.

2.
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Demographic Language

Census language is very precise.

A thorough

understanding of its terminology is essential to its use.

It

is virtually impossible to read census reports unless one
speaks the language of the demographer.

A partial vocabulary

list would include the following terms which were modified
from a number of lists:
Well-defined pieces of land bounded by streets,

Blocks:

roads,

railroad tracks,

streams or other features on the

They are the smallest area for which census data are

grounds.
collected.

Census Tract:

Statistical subdivisions of a Standard

Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA) with an average
population of 4,000.
Central City:
County:

The largest city in an SMSA.

The primary political subdivisions of a state.
This refers to races or large groups of people

Ethnicity:

classed according to physical,

cultural or linguistic

similarities that are relatively persistent over time.
Environment Indicator:

Statistical statements of socio-

economic characteristics of the population that indicate human
needs.
Family:

All persons who occupy a single housing unit and who

are related to the householder.
Growth Rate:

The rate at which a population is increasing (or

decreasing) in a given year due to natural increase and net
migration,

expressed as a percentage of the base-year
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population.
Household:

Includes all the persons who occupy a group of

rooms or a single room which constitutes a housing unit.
A broad concept which refers to personal

Lifestyle:
behaviors,

beliefs and values.

It can include a person's

social status, relationships: mind-set and even material
possessions.
Median Age:

Age at which half the population is older and

half is younger.
Migration:

The movement of people across a specified boundary

for the purpose of establishing a new permanent residence.
Mobility:

In demography,

it refers to spatial,

physical or

geographic movement whereas in sociology it refers to a change
in status.
Natural Increase:

The surplus (or deficit) of births over

deaths in a population in a given-time period.
Place:

A concentration of population regardless of the

existence of legally-prescribed limits,
POSSLQ:

powers or functions.

Persons of the opposite sex sharing living quarters

without benefit of wedlock.
Race:

The term does not refer to any scientific

identification of biological stock but rather reflects
self-identification by the respondent.
Rural:
SCSA:

Any area with less than 2,500 persons.
Stands for Standard Consolidated Statistical Area and

is composed of two or more contiguous SMSAs.
SMSA:

Stands for Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area and
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is composed of 50,000 or more people.
Urban:

Areas with 2,500 or more inhabitants.

Urban Fringe:

That portion of an urbanized area lying outside

the political boundaries of the central city or cities.

Demographic Geography

The Census Bureau divides the United States into nine
geographical regions:

Pacific, Mountain, West North Central,

East North Central, West South Central East South Central,
South Atlantic, Middle Atlantic and New England.

These in

turn are broken down into increasingly smaller sections by
states, counties,

cities, villages,

census tracts,

block

groups and blocks.
Metropolitan communities with 50,000 or more residents
are known as Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas or
SMSA's.

Each SMSA is subdivided into census tracts composed

of approximately 4,000 persons.
followed for

The same procedure is

every community in America.

Census tracts are

then broken down into smaller units of 1,000 called block
groups or enumeration districts.

These are further reduced to

blocks of 100 persons.
Census tracts are the most important consideration for
the church planter.

By analyzing these and plotting the

information on a map, he is able to identify ethnic groupings,
social classes and growing sectors in the target community.

Demographic Sources
Census tract maps may be purchased from any Census Bureau
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office.

Additional information may be obtained from the

"Statistical Abstract of the United States."

This contains

hundreds of pages of numerical factors and is published
annually by the Census Bureau. Special Statistical Abstract
One of the most important is

Supplements are also available.

the "County and City Data Book" (1983) which contains nearly
1,000 pages of vital statistics on every county and city in
America.

The "State and Metropolitan Area Data Book" (1986)

has 700 pages of additional information.

The Government

Printing Office and numerous outlet stores make these books
available to the public. 25
A group called the Census Access for Planning in the
Church,

analyzes raw census material and publishes it in a

form that is helpful to church planters. 26

Valuable

information can be gleaned from such periodicals, as American
Demographics,

a publication of Dow Jones and Company.27

George Gallup has helpful demographic information for church
In 1985 he produced a report

planters in his Gallup Reports.

entitled, Religion in America which details the religious
changes between 1935 and 1985. 28
Private religious demographers also make valuable

25Write to: Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402 and Retail Sales
Outlet, 8660 Cherry Lane, Laurel, Maryland 20707.
25Write to:
Census Access for Planning in the Church,
Concordia Teacher's College, River Forest, IL 60305
27American Demographics, P.O. Box 6543, Syracuse,
Subscription rates is $72.00 per year.

NY

13217-9985.

28The Gallup Report,

P.O.

Box 628,

Princeton,

NJ 08542
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information available.

The Glenmary Research Center has done

extensive studies on the unchurched population in America. 29
The Southern Baptist Home Mission Board has an entire
demography department which analyzes the church-planting
potential of every country and many cities in the United
States. 3D
Demographi~

information may also be obtained by means of

a community survey.

The church planter can learn much about a

prospective area by visiting municipal offices,
utilities,

the Chamber of Commerce,

local

school district offices,

local real estate boards, housing project developers,
newspaper offices,

travel bureaus and ministerial meetings.

He should seek to learn as much as possible about population
trends,

available housing,

churches.

the local economy and existing

He should also ask about the direction of growth,

the ethnic make-up of the community and major development
plans for the future.
Door-to-door interviews in the target area will provide
useful data.

This information will provide detailed insight

into the spiritual needs of the community and the potential
receptivity of the people.

Questions can be tailored to

garner the information the churcj planter needs.
should be brief and courteous.

Interviews

An excellent community survey

form is available from Baptist Mid-Missions which can be used

29Glenmary Research Center,
Atlanta, GA 30308

750 Piedmont Avenue NE,

3DHome Mission Board of the Southern Baptist Convention,

1350 Spring Street, NW, Atlanta, GA 30367
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Demographic Problems
Demographic studies can provide the church planter with
valuable insights to the needs of a community.
useful tool;

but they are not without problems.

They are a
Much of the

information is not fresh by the time the church planter gets
it.

It takes approximately two years for the Census Bureau to

compile its findings.
mobile society,
time passes.

Because we live in a highly dynamic and

the material becomes increasingly obsolete as

Its usefulness diminishes.

Census information

can be expensive and difficult to obtain.
be made available in printed form,

Whereas it used to

it is now compiled on

computer tapes which must be purchased.

You must have a

computer if you are to access much of the information.
Raw demographic data is unintelligible to the average
layman.

"Few pastors or other church leaders have either the

time or inclination necessary to develop the skills required
to take raw census data and interpret it in such a way that it
is of help in planning either local church growth (expansion)
or new c h u r c h - pia n tin g (e x ten s ion) . "32

Without an adequate

understanding of demography and census lacguage,

the rows of

figures can be totally baffling.
In spite of the obstacles one may encounter in the
31 Baptist Mid-Missions, 7749 Webster Avenue, P.O. Box
309011, Cleveland, OH 44130-8011.

32C. Peter Wagner, Census Data and Church Growth
(Pasadena, CA: Fuller Thological Seminary, 1981), p. 1.
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statistical arena,

demographic material should be viewed as a

friend rather than an enemy.

Careful evaluation of a

community is essential in determining the feasibility of
planting a new church there.

That decision will have greater

credence if the figures relating to that community are part of
the church planter's over all de~ision-making equation.

CHAPTER II
THE CHANGING DEMOGRAPHIC COMPOSITION OF AMERICA

If he is to be effective,

the church planter must know

and understand the people to whom he ministers.
like?

Who are they?

Why do they do the things they do?

are their special problems?
person's culture,

language,

economic situation,

What are they
What

How can they be won to Christ?
education,

religion,

A

home life,

geographic location and a host of other

considerations will influence his or her responsiveness to the
gospel.

If we are to reach people, we must know who they are

and how they respond to various stimuli.

It is imperative

that the church planter know his people.
It is equally important for mission agencies and church
planters to understand migration patterns,

community

compositions and religious preferences of the nation.

This

information is vital for determining placement of personnel
and developing long-range strategy_

Are some areas

over-churched while others are overlooked?

Is the target

community economically capable of supporting a new church?
Are some areas likely to be more responsive than others?
Which ones?

Where are the ethnic groups located?

What

methods should be employed to reach a given segment of the
population with the gospel?
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A more fundamental question needs to be asked:
churches even needed in America?
not?

How can we know?

If so,

where?

Are more

If not, why

Are we to be satisfied with educated

guesses or is there a way to obtain hard facts upon which to
make our determinations?

Only demographic research can

provide reliable answers.

'A thorough study can paint a

statistical portrait of America for all to see.
A Nation of Change
Even before we commence gathering data,
is not the nation it once was.
is growing,

we know America

It is constantly changing.

It

developing into something new all the time.

Whereas as it was once a rural nation of farmers and traders,
it is now an urban society of city dwellers.

Seventy-five

percent of Americans live in urban population centers of
50,000 or more. 1

Social values have undergone dramatic

changes from puritanism to hedonism.

Central cities are

increasingly dominated by ethnic communities.
has become service orientated.
to West,

A population shift from East

North to South is under way.

swept the land.

The work force

A sexual revolution has

Humanistic philosophy dominates the lives of

our people.
Serious church planters must give careful consideration
to the changing face of America when determining the placement
of personnel and the location of new churches.

They must have

a composite picture of the nation as a whole and the target
1Earl

p.

267.

Parvin, Missions USA (Chicago: Moody Press,

1985),
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community in particular.
and developing trends.

They must keep abreast of changes
They should be knowledgeable in the

use of statistical data which relates to the people or
community they wish to reach.

A Growing Population
The first census was conducted in the United States in
At that time there were approximately 4 million people

1790.

in our country.

By the time the twentieth census was taken in

1980, there were nearly 226 million people.

This represented

an eleven percent increase since the last census count in

1970.

By 1984 the population expanded to 236 million.

is expected to grow to 267 million by the year 2000f

It
This is

in spite of the fact that the fertility rate hovers around

1.8, well below the natural replacement level of 2.1. 3
Although the birth rate was unusually low,

the population

continued to grow because of improved health care and the
longer life spans of aging Americans.

However,

the rate of

natural increase (net births against deaths) will be negative
by the year 2035 as millions of older Americans die.
result,

As a

annual population growth will slow to almost nothing

by 2050. 4
The period following World War II,

from 1947 to 1961, was

2"ldhere Growth Will Be Fastest, Slowest by 2000," U. S.
News and World Report, September 19, 1983, p. 58.
3Shei1s, Newsweek,

January 17, 1983,

4"A Clouded Crystal Ball," Newsweek,
p. 33.

p.

24.

January 17,

1983,
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marked by a dramatic increase in fertility rates.

The

sixty-eight million children that were born during that time
are known as Baby Boomers.
year.

They began turning forty this

This generation of Baby Boomers are marrying later,

divorcing more frequently,
up smaller

hous~01ds.5

postponing childbirth and setting

These people are sometimes referred

to as DINKs--Double Income,

No Kids.

The baby boom has become

This will soon be reflected in a much smaller

the baby bust.

pool of teenagers.

There will be nine million fewer

teenagers in 1990 than there were in 1984. 6

Fast food

businesses, which traditionally rely on teenage employees, are
already feeling the shortage of workers.
These facts are essential to the church planter.

Armed

with accurate information, he can allot Sunday School space,
budget finances and gear programs to meet the needs of a
changing population.

For the past forty years,

the major

emphasis in Sunday School has been placed upon providing
classroom facilities,

teaching materials and properly sized

equipment for preschool and elementary age children.

The

reason for this was simply that there were so many of them. We
were in the midst of the Baby Boom years.
But now,

the number of preschool and elementary age

children has dropped dramatically.

Numerous elementary

schools have closed due to declining enrollment.
5 Ibid ., p.
6

21.

Bacas, Nation's Business, July 1984, p.

22.

Sunday
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School enrollment dropped twenty-four percent between 1970 and

1980. 7

As previously mentioned,

fewer children,

the Baby Boomers are having

and at a later age than did their parents.

Without this information,

the church planter is likely to

continue appropriating a disproportionate amount of space and
resources'to a dwindling pool of children rather than focusing
on other segments of the population.
The church planter who knows that the number of children
is declining while the number of middle aged and Golden Agers
is increasing, will develop ministries to reach those people.
He may start a singles group,

a young married class or a

"Keen-agers" club designed specifically for the target people.
Whatever the situation,

knowledge of the facts will enable the

church planter to respond more effectively to the
circumstances than would otherwise be possible.

The Urbanization of America
It was not until 1770 that Peking became the first
megacity with more than one-million inhabitants. S

Fewer than

twenty-five cities had populations of 100,000 people at that
time.

But America and the world have undergone an

unprecedented urbanization process during the past 150 years.
London became the first supercity with four million residents

7Charles Arn, Donald McGavran and Win Arn, Growth: A New
Vision for the Sunday School (Pasadena, CA: Church Growth
Press, 1980), p. 29.
SDavid B. Barrett, World-Class Cities and World
Evangelization (Birmingham, AL: New Hope Publishers, 1986),
p. 8.
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In 1935, New York became the first supergiant city

in 1870.

with ten million citizens.

9

By 1950, forty-six cities had

more t h an a ml'11'lon reSl'd ents. 10
cities in 1982.

11

That figure rose to 178

The world is now nearly 50 percent urban

and this growth is expected to continue. 12
century,

By the turn of the

fifty-eight-percent of the world's people will live

inc i tie s ._1 3

Worldwide urban growth has been pegged at 7.2

percent a year.
a decade.

At that rate,

city populations will double in

Last year the number of urban dwellers increased

by more than 65 million world-wide.

By the year 2000 there

will be 433 megacities.
Seventy-five percent of all

America is no exception.

Americans live in urban population centers of 50,000 or
more. 14
America.

That means that 180 million people live in urban
Eighteen percent of Americans live in cities of 5

9Ibid.
10 Paul G. Hiebert, "Social Structure and Church Growth,"
in Perspectives on the World Christian Movement, Ralph D.
Winter and Steven C. Hawthorne, eds. (Pasadena, CA: William
Carey Library, 1981), p. 388.
11Floyd McClung, "Urban Missions: Reaching the City of
Amsterdam," in Unreached Peoples '82, Edward R. Dayton and
Samuel Wilson, eds. (Elgin, IL: David C. Cook Publishing
Company, 1982), p. 55.
12Raymond J. Bakke, "A Contemporary Perspective on the
Evangelization of World Class Cities," in Unreached Peoples
'82, Edward R. Dayton and Samuel Wilson, eds. (Elgin, IL:
David C. Cook Publishing Company, 1982), p. 33.
13Philip M. Hauser, Population and the Urban Future.
(Albany, NY: State University of New York Press, 1982), p.
14Parvin, Missions USA,

p.

267.

7.
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This is projected to increase to

million or more inhabitants.
24 percent by the year 2000}5

In order to understand what is taking place, the church
planter must be familiar with the following terms:
A metropolis - over 100,000 inhabitants
A world-class city A megacity -

over 1,000,000 inhabitants

over 1,000,000 inhabitants (a world-class
city)

A supercity -

over 4,000,000 inhabitants

A supergiant city -

over 10 million inhabitants

A strip city - a megalopolis
A megalopolis - a continuous urban area including several
cities which have grown together 16
The metropolis of the 1960s, which became the metroplex
of the 1970s, has become the megalopolis of the 1980s.
There are now seventeen of these strip cities.

They even have

code names like Boswash (Boston to Washington) and Cleveburg
(Cleveland to Pittsburgh).
America.

Nineteen of them have two million or more

inhabitants.
cities.

There are 40 world-class cities in

New York and Los Angeles qualify as supergiant

Chicago, San Francisco, Philadelphia, Detroit and

Boston meet the supercity standard.
megacities are:

The world class or

Houston, Dallas-Fort Worth, Washington, D.C.,

Miami, Cleveland, Atlanta, St. Louis, Pittsburgh, Minneapolis,
15Hauser, Population and the Urban Future,

p. 7.

16Barrett, World-Class Cities and World Evangelization,
pp. 8, 18, 20.
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Baltimore, Seattle, San Diego, Tampa, Phoenix, Denver,
Cincinnati, Milwaukee, Kansas City, Portland, New Orleans,
Norfolk, Columbus,

Sacramento, San Antonio,

Buffalo, Providence, Charlotte, Hartford,

Indianapolis,

Salt Lake City,

Rochester (NY), Oklahoma City and Louisville. 17
The United States government has two ways of classifying
cities. The first designation is Standard Measuring
Statistical Area or SMSA for short.
50,000 or more inhabitants.

These are urban areas of

.
Amerlca.
.
18
Th ere are 318 SMSA s In

Megalopolises or strip cities are referred to as Standard
Consolidated Statistical Areas or SCSAs.

The greatest growth

in the United States today is taking place in 268 metropolitan
areas.

Of the ten fastest growing SMSAs,

nine are

metropolitan cities and only one is a megalopolitan area (Ft.
Lauderdale).

All experienced growth rates of more than sixty

percent during the past ten years .19
Even as urban sprawl continues to consume the country
side,

cities are gaining new appeal for today's younger

professionals.

Yumpies (young,

upwardly mobile

professionals) from the suburbs are moving back into the
central city.

They are purchasing the older properties and

renovating them.

Satellite downtowns are being developed

where the services and quality of life are considered vastly
17"Who Leads City Population Race," U.S.
i{eport, August 11, 1986, p. 9.
18Parvin, Missions USA,

p.

News and World

269.

19Mimeographed notes, School of Church Planting notebook
(Indianapolis: Baptist Bible College, 1987), p. 20.
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This trend is known as gentrification.

superior.

Rural areas

themselves are growing at virtually the same rate as urban
areas for the first time since the Industrial Revolution. 20
The point of contact between the expanding city and the
shrinking country is called exurbia.
Continuing growth is expected in the cities of America.
Los Angeles, which already is the largest city in terms of
area will surpass New York to become the largest population
center in America.

The city's projected population will reach

10.6 million by the year 2033,
e a s t ern r i val . 21

over one million more than its

One-half of all Americans now live in one of

the thirty-seven metropolitan areas with more than one million
res ide n t s . 22

Houston,

San Francisco,

Orlando and Phoenix will

continue their rapid growth while Detroit,

Cleveland,

Pittsburgh and Buffalo will continue to decline.
One-half of the 180,000,000 urban Americans are
unchurched,
group .23

that is they are not affiliated with any religious

Seventy-five percent of urbanites are unevangelized.

That means that 135,000,000 American city dwellers have never
been confronted with the gospel of Jesus Christ.

Every year

20"Latest Snapshot of America's Population," U.S.
and World R2port, July 18, 1983, p. 58.
21"America's Giants: Growth Forecast," U.S.
World Report, May 9, 1983, p. A15.
22"Biggest Cities--Latest Ranking," U.S.
Report, May 13, 1985, p. 12.
23 Par v in, Mis s ion sUS A,

p.

268 .

News

News and

News and World
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The remaining

2,000 urban churches either disband or merge}4
churches struggle for survival.

In the past most church-planting in America has been done
in rural areas,

small towns and the suburbs.

be done in these areas.

However,

Much remains to

armed with the above

statistical information, mission agencies and church planters
can focus their attention on a vast harvest which has been all
but forgotten--the American city.

The Migratory Millions
Americans have always had a love affair with the
automobile. They enjoy getting behind the wheel and touring
the country.

They are a nation on the move.

population shift is under way in America.

A major

At least 20 percent

of the population moves to a new neighborhood or a new city
e a c h yea r . 25

Childless college graduates in their 20s are

more likely to move from place to place than any other
group.26

Two-thirds of the families who change their

residence do so between mid-May and mid-September.~
Job-related opportunities,

retirement,

24 Jim New ton, "T he Chall eng e
January-February, 1982.

0

f

education,

a chance to

Chan g e ," Mis s ion sUS A ,

25R. Daniel Reeves and Ronald Jenson, Always Advancing:
Modern Strategies for Church Growth (San Bernardino, CA:
Here's Life Publishers, Inc, 1984), p. 17.

p.

26 "L and s
22.

0

f

0 ur

Fat her s ," Ne \v s wee k,

Jan u a r y 1 7,

1 983 ,

27Lyle E. Schaller, Growing Plans: Strategies to Increase
Your Church's Membership (Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press,
1986), p. 106.
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start over,

a change of climate and a host of other reasons

have combined to make this the most transient population in
history.
Millions of people are moving from the North to the
South,

from the East to the West.

They clearly prefer the sun

Of the twenty-two states which grew

belt to the snow belt.

faster than the national average between 1970 and 1980, all
but one (New Hampshire) were in the West or South.~
that decade,

During

the South's population grew by 12.5 million or

3,432 new people per day.
2,279 people each day.~

The West grew by 8.3 million or
In 1980, for the first time,

the

population of the South and West exceeded that of the North
and Mid we st. 30

The center of our population is now west of

the Mississippi,

near De Soto City Hall in Jefferson County,

Missouri. 31
Atlanta's Gwinnett County has grown from 72,000 to

250,000 and is the fastest growing county in Georgia as well
as the fastest growing county in the nation relative to areas
of comparable size. 32

Orlando,

Florida experienced a 54.5

percent population increase between 1970 and 1980.

2S"Gainers,
Report, March 5,

Losers in Population," U.S.
1984, p. 13.

Orange

News and World

~Sheils, Newsweek, January 17, 1983, p.

23.

30"Latest Snapshot of America's Population," U.S.
and World Report, July 18, 1983, p. 58.
31 She i 1 s,

Ne IV s IV e e k,

Jan u a r y 1 7,

1 983 ,

p.

News

20.

32 " G,if inn e t t: Sou the a s t S i g nat u reo f S u c c e s s - - New com e r ' s
Guide" (Published by the Chamber of Commerce in Gwinnett
County, Georgia, 1986), p. 33.
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County, where Orlando is located,

is expected to grow from

530,000 residents in 1984 to over 700,000 by the turn of the
century.33

Loudoun County,

Washington,

D.C.,

Virginia,

just outside of

is expecting a 104 percent increase in

population between 1980 and the year 2000 which will give it
the largest rate of population increase of all the Washington
Metropolitan Area jurisdictions. 34
The National Planning Association predicts that 84
percent of the future population expansion will occur in the
We s tan d Sou t h .35

California,

already with one out of ten

Americans, will pull farther out in front as the most populous
state, with more than 30 million residents by the year 2000.
Texas and Florida will become the second and third largest
states .36

The population of the western United States will

rise by forty-five percent between 1980 and 2000 while the
Northeast will experience a noticeable decline. 37

The most

rapid growth will occur in the Rocky Mountain states where a

77 percent increase is expected during the next two decades~8
33Taken from a mimeographed demographic report published
by the Greater Orlando Chamber of Commerce, 1986.

VA:

34"Loudoun County Economic Growth Strategy," (Leesburg,
Department of Economic Development, 1986), p. 10.

35"US Population--New Forecast," U.S.
Report, June 17, 1985, p. 12.
36 Ku r tAn d e r sen, " Pre d i c t ion:
September 19, 1983, p. 28.

U.S.

News and World

Sun n y Sid e Up," Tim e ,

37"Where Growth Will Be Fastest, Slowest by 2000,"
News and World Report, September 19, 1983, p. 58.

38 "U S by 2000: A Nat ion T hat Won't Sit' S till," U. S.
and World Report, April 25, 1983, p. 60.
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Nevada will grow the fastest of all,

8 00 , 000

t 0

aIm 0 s t

2, 000 , 000 .39

more than doubling from

Among the ten metropolitan

centers whose populations will increase the fastest will be in
Florida,

California, Texas,

Arizona,

Colorado and Utah.

Expansion will not be confined to Sun-belt cities.
Mid-sized communities in every region will gain national
reputations as pleasant places in which to work and live.
Charlotte, North Carolina,

Lexington,

Kentucky,

Columbus,

Ohio

and Kansas City, Missouri are example of places where this
t r end i sun d e r

way. 40

In recent months the population shift

has been modified by new developments in major cities of the
rust belt.

New England is experiencing accelerated growth

as expansion in the oil states slows.

This expansion will

result not only in growth of current metropolitan communities,
but in the birth of whole new cities.
As Americans move from place to place,
fields develop.

whole new mission

Church-planting strategy must be focused on

reaching the burgeoning communities of the South and West
where the need is the greatest.

California,

and Nevada must become major target areas.
the lack of accurate demographic research,

Florida,
But,

Arizona

because of

most

church-planting efforts continue to be directed toward the
declining communities in the Northeast and the mid-West.

This

will change only when mission agencies and church planters
give heed to the statistical analysis which clearly indicate

39 And e r sen,

Tim e,

S e pte mb e r

1 9,

1 9 8 3,

p.

28 .

40"Goodbye Gritty City--Hello Urban Utopia," U.S.
and World Report, May 9, 1983, p. A15.

News
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where the migratory millions of Americans are going.

The Ethnic Majority
America's population explosion is due partially to the
The 1970s were

huge influx of immigrants and illegal aliens.
known as the Decade of the Immigrant~1
1969, and September 30, 1979,

"Between July 30,

the Immigration and

Naturalization Service reports 4.3 million immigrants were
ad mit ted t o t h e Un i ted S tat e s . "42

In addition,

countless

millions crossed the borders in search of employment and a
better life.
Most Americans believe in the myth of the melting pot.
They assume that every person who comes to our shores will
adopt the Anglo-Saxon language,

life style and religion.

Nothing could be further from the truth in either case.
America is not a melting pot,
mosaic of reds,

browns,

but a giant stew pot,

yellows and whites.

a vast

America has

become an ethnic nation in which Anglos comprise only about 30
per c en t

0

f

the pop u 1 at ion .43

Most people retain their

individual cultural characteristics though they are a part of
the whole.
Ethnic,

religious and racial differences abound.

In 1980

there were more than 60 million ethnic residents in our

41Sheils,

Newsweek, January 17,

1983,

p.

22.

42Ibid.
43Randy Frame, "Church Leaders Challenge The Notion That
America Is A Melting Pot," Christianity Today, May 17, 1985,
p. 40.
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country.44

Students in the Los Angeles Unified School

District speak more than 100 languages~5

Further research in

1984 revealed that one hundred million Americans identified
with more than 200 language/cultural groups other than
Ang I

.

0- Amerlcan.
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This number continues to grow as

approximately 14,000 new refugees arrive in the United States
every month.

By the year 2000 the Western world will be

dominated by non-Westerners. 47
Donald McGavran points out:
These minorities think of themselves as distinct from
the white majority.
They speak a different home language,
have different customs, like different foods, vote
differently and for a generation or two have a markedly
different standard of living.
By and large they cannot be
won in toe xis tin g c h u r c h e s .48
The 28 million Black Americans (one out of every eight
Americans) constitute the largest ethnic group in our country.
The United States is the fifth largest Black nation in the
world after Nigeria, Ethiopia,

South Africa and Zaire.

It

is generally assumed that most Blacks belong to and
participate in various Black churches across America.
not true.

This is

Forty percent of all blacks (11 million) are not

44McGavran and Hunter,
Work, p. I l l .

Church Growth Strategies That

45Frame, Christianity Today,
46Parvin, Missions USA,

p.

p.

40.

12.

47Ralph D. l\finter, "The Kingdom Strikes Back: The Ten
Epochs of Redemptive History," in Perspectives on the World
Christian Movement, eds. Ralph D. Winter and Steven C.
Hawthorne, (Pasadena, CA: William Carey Library, 1981),
p. 153.
48Donald A. McGavran, "Church Growth In North America,"
Church Growth Bulletin, May 1975, p. 503.

48

members of any church.

Only about 7 million belong to a

church that could be termed evangelical and fully 19 million
are unsave d . 49

Nearly 200,000 have turned to the Black Muslim

movement. 50
The twenty-five million Hispanics are the second largest
ethnic minority in the United States.

There are more

Spanish-speaking people here than in all Central America
combined.

Our country is now the fifth largest Hispanic

nation in the world with ten percent of the planet's
Spanish-speakers residing here. 51
Rico,

They come from Cuba,

Puerto

Venezuela, Central America and every other SpanishMexicans constitute 60 percent

speaking nation in the world.

of the Hispanics in the United States. 52
The West claims the bulk of America's burgeoning Hispanic
population.

Their ancestors lived in the South-western United

States long before the pilgrims arrived in what is now
Massachusetts.

In addition to the multitudes of Hispanics

which can be found along the Southern border,

large

concentrations can be found in major cities like New York,
Chicago,

Los Angeles and Miami.

With its large Cuban

population, Miami is referred to as the "capital of Latin
Arne ric a . "53

Dade County,

Florida will be 80 percent Hispanic

49Ibid.
50 I bid .,

p.

76 .

p.

Ill.

51 Ib id .
52 I bid.,

53Parvin, Missions USA,

p.

113.
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by the year 2000.
is 20 percent.

California is 25 percent Hispanic and Texas

54

Although they do not attend frequently,

Hispanics make up

25 percent of the Roman Catholic Church in America~5

Only

5-10 percent are members of Protestant churches,

a figure that

is smaller than any country in Latin America!56

Only one

percent of Hispanics living in America are born-again. 57
Other major ethnic groups include 6 million Jewish
people,

2.7 million Vietnamese,

2.5 million French-speaking

Americans, 1.4 million native Americans,

1 million Chinese,

790,000 Slaves and Czechs, 775,000 Philipinos, 700,000
Japanese, 600,000 Haitians, 355,000 Koreans,
120,000 Thais,

200,000 Iranians,

110,000 Palestinians and 100,000 Portuguese.58

Asian immigration has increased 815 percent since the
mid-1960s.
Ethnic people are more urbanized than the general
populace.

The 1980 census reveals that 81 percent of blacks,

88 percent of Hispanics, and 90 percent of Asians are urban.
Cleveland, Ohio,

is second only to Budapest in the number of

Hungarian residents. 59
54 Ib id . ,

There are 58 million culturally

p . 112 .

55 Ibid. , P . 122.
56 Ibid. , p . 108.
57 Ibid. , p . 127.
58

Ibid. , pp.

129-146.

59McNamara, A Practical Guide To Church Planting,

p.

6.

50
distinct peoples living in America's cities. 60

In 1985, 27

percent of new immigrants settled in the most diverse state in
California. m

the union,

Christians have assumed that ethnic minorities could be
won to Christ by inviting them to attend white,

English

speaking churches. Most white churches welcome ethnic
converts.

Thousands of churches have a

Latins, Arabs,

Blacks or Asians in them.

few Italians, Jews,
But the vast

majority of ethnic people are untouched by American churches.
Linguistic and cultural barriers make it difficult to reach
them through existing churches.

Fuller missiologists estimate

that 40-48 percent of the American population is isolated from
receiving the gospel because of ethnic or cultural barriers!62
Many of these people have less of a chance of hearing the
gospel in America than if they were to return to their
homelands!
Donald McGavran says,
wit h 0 u t

cr

0

s sin g r a cia I,

"Men like to become Christians

lin g u i s tic,

0

r

cIa s s

bar r i e r s . ,,63

He

further points out:
A way must be found for multitudes of each ethnic unit
to become followers of Christ while remaining distinctlv
themselves.
The present system whereby becoming a
Christian involves becoming a helpless minority in an old
Caucasian congregation is neither Christian nor

60Parvin, Missions USA,

p.

266.

61"Go West, Go East," U.S. News and World Report, July 7,
1986, p. 30.
62Elmer L. Towns, The Complete Book of Church Growth
(hTheaton, IL: Tyndale House Publishers, 1985), p. 104.
63McGavran,

Understanding Church Growth,

p.

198.
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e f f e c t i v e .64
In order to reach ethnic America,

thousands of churches

must be established in which each ethnic,

racial or linguistic

unit is allowed to be as distinctive as it wants to be.

This

"near-neighbor" evangelism will require E2 church planters who
have done their demographic research and have identified the
ethnic groups in their target area.

Like the Southern

Baptists, who now have some 4,600 ethnic congregations
worshiping in 87 languages,

the goal must be.to evangelize,

not to Americanize .65

The Changing Family
The American family is still the dominant building block
in American society.

Nine out of every ten people live in

households as family members.

Nine out of ten young adults

will marry and form families. 66

The number of households is

expected to grow by twenty percent over the next ten years to
a U.S.

total of ninety-six million. 67

The average family size

is 3.2 for whites, 3.7 for blacks and 3.9 for Hispanics~B
However,
generations,

the American family is changing.

business envisioned the basic consumer unit in

terms of the traditional family.

64Idem,

It can no longer be

Church Growth Bulletin,

65Frame,

Christianity Today,

66 f! De a tho f
p.

For

p.

504.

May 17,

the Fa mil y ?" Ne wsw e e k,

1985, p. 40.

Jan u a r y 1 7,

26.
67 Ba cas,
68 She i Is,

Nat ion's Bus in e s s,
New s wee k,

J u I Y 1 9 8 4,

Jan u a r y 1 7,

198 3 ,

p.

19 .

p.

26.

1983,
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assumed that households are families,

that families are

married couples or that married couples will have children.
While family households (related individuals living together)
grew by nineteen percent between 1970 and 1983, nonfamily
households (made up of unrelated or single people) grew by
eighty-nine percent. 69

Of the 83.5 million family households

in existence in 1982, 20 percent consisted of one person
living alone,

25 percent were made up of unrelated people and

3 percent or 1.9 million are POSSLQ's (persons of the opposite

sex s h a r i n g I i v i n g qua r t e r s) .70

There are 7.5 million people

over the age of 65 and 1.7 million people under the age of 25
who Ii ve alone.7 1

By 1995, thirty million households,

twenty-seven percent of the total, will consist of
individuals. 72

One-third of these households are found in New

York.73
The number of people who live in single-parent families
soared from 21.7 million in 1970 to 35 million in 1983J4
This is due in part to the growing divorce in America.

Today

there are 109 divorced people for every 1,000 married ones.
Among Blacks, the ratio is even higher:
69" De a tho f

233 divorces per 1,000

the Fa mil y ? 11 New s wee k, Jan u a r y 1 7, 1983,

p. 26.
70 She i Is, Ne ,oj s wee k, Jan u a r y 1 7, 1 983, p p. 26 - 27 .
71 I bid .,

p. 2 7 .

72Bacas, Nation's Business, July 1984, p. 19.
73" De a tho f
p.

27.

74Ibid.

the Fa mil y ? 11 New s wee k, Jan u a r y 1 7, 1983,
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married people. 75

The number of single-parent women rose by

367 percent while the number of single-parent fathers has more
than doubled and is expected to accelerate as child-custody
laws are reformed. 76

Nearly half of all Black youngsters live

in single-parent homes. 77
Ten percent of all young adults will never marry.78
those who do,
careers.

Of

many will put off having children to pursue

This is especially true of Yumpies.

The number

of women in their 30s who gave birth to their first child in
1 9 8 0 was up 9 4 per c en t
the American family,

0

ver

1 9 7 5 .79

Noting the changes in

Bickley Townsend of the American

Demographics magazine observes:
Demographically, Europeanization may be setting in,
as U.S. trends begin to resemble currents in Europe.
Small families are the rule on both continents.
As
this shift occurs, intermediate institutions like the
church, the union and the political party will recede
in imp ortanc e. 80
One of the biggest changes in the American family is the
advent of the working wife.

Today 46.7 million women, 52

percent of the female population,

are in the work force~1

75 Ib id .
76 Ih id .
77 Ibid .,
78Sheils,
79 I bid .,

p.

26.

Newsweek, January 17,
P p.

1983,

p.

26.

24 - 2 5 .

80Bickley Townsend, "Waking from the Dream," American
Demographics, February 1987, p. 10.
81 Sheils,

Newsweek, January 17,

1983,

p.

23.
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One million women enter the work place each year. 82

The

greatest increase in working women is among married mothers
By 1995, women will

with preschool and school-aged kids.

represent more than forty-seven percent of the work force
compared with thirty-two percent in 1960~3

Meanwhile,

adult

males continue a decades-long dropout from the work force.
The husband and wife both work in 40 percent of all
fa mil i e s . 84

As a result,

millions of "latch-key kids" go home

to empty houses each day until Mom and Dad get home from their
jobs.
Although both Mom and Dad are working,

the American

Between 1960 and 1970

family is not necessarily better off.

real family median income rose by an average of $6,000,
between 1970 and 1981 it actually declined by $723. 85

but
The

traditional married couple earned $23,141 in 1983 while single
parent families with female heads received only $9,320. 86
One out of seven or 30 million Americans now live below the
poverty level which in 1983 was defined as an annual income of

$9,287 for a family of four. 87
Knowledge of the changing family patterns is essential to
church planters.

No longer can they limit their ministries to

82Bacas,

Nation's Business,

83 I bid.,

p.

19.

84 I bid.,

p.

19 .

p.

23.

85 " The IV 0 r k Rev a 1 uti 0 n ," Ne \V s wee k,
86 " Deat h 0 f

A Fa ml' 1 y ?" Newswee<,
1

87 I bid.,

31.

p.

p.

30.

p .26
.
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traditional families composed of a married couple with
children.

Through demographic research they must determine

the types of families which reside in the target community and
then develop ministries designed to meet the felt needs of
those people. This may involve starting a singles class, a
class for young married couples, a class for single parents, a
class for divorced individuals and even a day care center ..
Without the statistical facts in hand, he will never convince
the church board of the need for such programs.

Worse yet is

the fact that he may not even realize that there is a need for
such ministries.
Gray Power
America is growing steadily older.

At the turn of the

century, life expectancy was only slightly over forty-five
years.

Today it is more than seventy-three years for the

general population .88

Miami Beach, with half of its

residents over 65, had the highest median age of any city of
50,000 or more people in the 1980 census.

Sandy City, Utah

had the lowest with over half of its people under 20 years
old . 89

In 1 98 3 the me d ian age for Am e ric a n s was 3 1 yea r s .90

During the past decade, the number of people 65 and over who

p.

88 "A Lon g e r, He a 1 thy Lif e , II New s wee k, Jan u a r y 1 7, 1983,
24.

89"'i<lhere The Youngest and Oldest LivE:," U.S. News and
'iVorld Report, August 22, 1983, p. 10.
90"Americans in 2033," U.S. Nelvs and 'iVorld Report, May 9,
1983, p. A30.
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were living alone jumped by forty-eight percent from 5.1
million to 7.5 million.

More than three-fifths of those who

live alone are women.~
Americans will continue to live longer, healthier lives.
By the turn of the century, the median age will increase to 36
yea r san d t

4 1 yea r s b y 20 3 3 .92

0

Life expectancy will

increase to 74.4 years for men and 82.7 years for women by
that time.

The number of people over 65 will more than double

to 65.8 million.

People over 85 will quadruple.

every five Americans will be elderly.93

One out of

Arizonans over 80

are expected to increase fivefold in the next two decades. 94
The majority of senior citizens will live in the South and
West because of the warmer climate.

As health care improves,

many of the elderly will work at full or part time jobs until
the y are well in t o t h e i r 70' s .95
The aging of America has already produced "gray power" in
the political arena.

It will place an increasingly heavy

burden on the health care industry and the Social Security
system.

There will be fewer workers to provide for a growing

retirement community. The business world will'increasingly
cater to the older segment of society.
91 II Deat h

0

f the Fa mil y ? II Ne \if s wee k, p. 27.

92 And e r sen, Tim e, S e pte mbe r 19, 1983, p. 28.
93 II Amer i can sin 2 0 3 3 ," U. S. New san d
p. A10.

lil 0

rId Rep 0 r t ,

94 And e r sen, T i. me, S e pte mb e r 1 9, 1 9 8 3, p.

28 .

95 II I f You L i vet 0 Bel 00 - - I tWo n 't Be Un usa 1
and World Report, May 9, 1983, p. AlO.
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If churches are to survive and new churches are to be
planted,

programs and ministries must be developed which are

geared to the senior citizens of this country.

A careful

examination of the demographic composition of a given
community will reveal the number of older Americans who live
there.

The church planter can then evaluate which programs to

introduce and how much time and money to invest.
if the senior citizen population is small,
extended than if it is large.

Obviously,

less effort will be

The only way to know is to read

the statistics for the area under consideration.

A Spiritual Wasteland
Demographic research indicates that America,
being a Christian nation,

is becoming a virtual wasteland

In 1900 there were 27 churches for every 10,000

spiritually.
Americans.

rather than

By 1985 this figure had shrunk to only 12 churches

for eve r y 1 0 , 000 p e 0 p 1 e .96

Between 3,500 and 4,000 church

are closed each year in America. m

Research indicates that

up to 15,000 Southern Baptist Churches alone are about to
expir e .9S

There are now over 66,000 closed churches and

another 62,000 without pastors. 99

Of the remaining churches,

96"America--The Mission Field," Focus on Missions,
(Cleveland, OH: Baptist Mid-Missions, February, 1987), p.
97 Ibid.
9SC. Peter Wagner, Your Church Can Be Healthy
(Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 1979), p. 28.
99Parvin,

Missions USA,

p.

11.

1.
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r

Since

dec lin i n g .1 00

1971, Sunday School attendance has declined sharply until
today the average Sunday School has only 66 students)m
Arn warns that ".

Win

. if the decline in national Sunday School

enrollment continues at the rate it has since 1970, in two
generations the Sunday School,

as we· know it,

will become

extinct! "102
The percentage of Americans who belong to a church or
religious group is only one percent above the all-time record
low for church membership .103
worse.

This trend is projected to grow

The Glenmary Research Center in Atlanta calculated

that in 1971 there were between 50 and 80 million unchurched
Arne ric a n s .1 04

By 1980 this number had grown to 84 million)05

According to the Southern Baptist Home Mission Board,

the

number of Americans with no religious affiliation has now
risen to 96 million or 40 percent of the total population of
America .106

Alaska is over 70 percent unchurched.

Washington

1oo"America--The Mission Field," Focus on Missions,
February, 1987.
1mEImer L. Towns, Class notes from Church Growth I
taught at Liberty University on October 31, 1986.
102Charies Arn, McGavran and Win Arn,
Vision for the Sunday School, p. 29.
103Gallup, Religion in America,

p.
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class

A New

40.

104 J . Russell Hale, Who Are the Unchurched?
DC: Glenmary Research Center, 1917), p. 2.

(Washington,

105William G. Tanner, AD--2000 (Atlanta, GA: Home Mission
Board of the Southern Baptist Convention, n.d.), p. 8.
106 " Arne ric a - - The Mis s ion Fie 1 d ," Foe u son Mis s ion s ,
February 1987.
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and Oregon have over 60 percent of their people unchurched)07
California has a higher percentage of unchurched people than
Ne,v Eng land .1oB
According to a recent George Gallup report,

40 percent of

That means that at

Am e ric a n s c 1 aim to be" b 0 rna g a in. "1 09

least 146 million people make no profession of being saved.
George Hunter and Donald McGavran believe that as many as 165
million Americans have "no saving involvement in any messianic
community. "110

Of these,

30 million are hardcore pagans who

are totally resistant to the gospel)11

Three out of every

four Americans over the age of eighteen still need to be
evangelized .112

Research indicates that 17 percent of

Americans receive absolutely no religious training of any
kind. 113

In 1900, 66 percent of the American population

belonged to Bible teaching churches and professed faith in
Christ.

DC:

By the year 2000 this figure is expected to drop to

107''Percent of Population Unchurched Map," (Washington,
Glenmary Research Center, 1974).

10BC. Peter Wagner, Your Church Can Grow (Ventura,
Regal Books, 1976), p. 28
109Gallup,

Work,

Religion in America,

110McGavran and Hunter,
p. 104.

p.

CA:

38.

Church Growth:

Strategies That

111 Donald A. McGavran, "Today' s Task, Opportunity and
Imperative," in Perspectives on the World Christian Movement,
Ralph D. Winter and Steven C. Hawthorne, eds. (Pasadena,Ca:
William Carey Library, 1981), p. 549.
112 Towns,

The Complete Book of Church Growth,

113Charles Arn, McGavran and Win Arn,
Vision for the Sunday School, p. 33.
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33 percent of the American public.1 14
America is rapidly changing.
family,

Traditional values of

morality and church are being replaced with secular

beliefs that are often hostile to those held by the church
planter.

A mass migration is under way in which millions of

people are movirtg to new churchless communities in the South
and West.

Ethnics now comprise the bulk of the population

while Anglo-Saxons have become the newest minority.
If the church is to be relevant,

if the church planter is

to be effective, and if mission agencies are to be wise in
their placement of personnel,

then they must understanding the

changing face of America. They must know where to find the
lost, who the responsive people are and how to reach them.
Demographic research is the most reliable tool available to
provide them with this information.
114Parvin, Missions USA,

p.

xi.

CHAPTER III
DEMOGRAPHY AND CHURCH GROWTH
The goal of church-planting is new churches.

The church

planter does not enter a community simply so there may be a
Christian presence there.

His aim is to bring into existence

a new congregation that was formally absent.

He is a

spiritual obstetrician who assists in the birthing of new
assemblies of believers.
though he evangelizes.
teaches.

He is more than an evangelist,
He is more than a teacher,

He is a planner, a motivator,

organizer of believers.

though he

a visionary,

an

He seeks to develop them into local

representations of the Body of Christ.

Church-planting is his

goal.
Church-planting involves more than beginning a new
church.

Starting a new church is relatively easy.

Just about

anyone can assembly a group of people and organize them into a
church. When we speak of church-planting, we are implying more
than bringing a church into existence.
involves the gathering,
believers into a mature,

Church-planting

the organizing and the developing of
functioning,

growing congregation

which will continue to expand and fulfill its purpose after
the church planter is gone.
brought to birth,

All too often new churches are

only to wither and die after the founder has
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Other times,

moved on.

a small group is gathered, but never

develops beyond the infant stage.
ineffective.
pastor.

It remains small and

The congregation is unable to support its own

It cannot build a building.

the community surrounding the church.

It does not reach out in
It remains in a state

of perpetual infancy.
The New Testament pattern laid down by the apostle Paul
involved evangelism, edification and establishment of healthy,
growing churches which continued to expand after the church
planter was gone. A knowledge of what makes churches grow is
essential to planting churches which continue.

The church

planter who does not know what contributes to church growth
and what hinders church growth is at a terrible disadvantage.
He is like the blind man leading the blind.

Both he and the

fledgeling congregation are likely to fall into the ditch.
will not know how to interpret demographic information,
has any,

to his best advantage.

He

if he

He will choose a target area

without any knowledge of whether the people there are
receptive and responsive or resistant.

He will implement

programs and use methods that will prove futile.
months or years,

After a few

he will grow discouraged and leave the area

feeling God is "calling" him to greener pastures elsewhere.
Every church planter may have as his goal the establishment of
a healthy,
example.

growing church patterned after the New Testament
But he will find himself severely hampered in

achieving his goal if he does not have a fundamental
understanding for church growth principles,

including how to
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use demography in choosing the place and programs he will
select.
So, what makes a church grow?

What church growth

principles will benefit the church planter?

What attitudes

are essential to success in the church-planting field?
Peter Wagner points out that "
exceedingly complex.

There is

~o

church growth is

way it can be reduced to a

simple formula or a canned program."1
pastor will not work for another.
not work in another.

What works for one

What works in one area will

Dr. W.A. Criswell cites expository

preaching as the key to his growth.
out house-to-house visitation.

Dr. James Kennedy singles

Richard Halverson believes

"koinonia groups" are the answer.
Not only do men fail to agree on what produces church
growth,

they differ as to how many principles of church growth

exist.

Daniel Reeves and Ronald Jenson name sixteen leading

church growth experts and list their church growth principles.
These range all the way from George Hunter III with three
principles to C. Peter Wagner (7 principles),
McGavran (9 principles),
are fifteen.2

to Donald

to Jenson himself who believes there

Gene Getz cites 41 principles of growth, while

Elmer Towns refers to 61 reasons. 3

The truth is, God uses

different men and diverse methods to produce growth.

1Wagner, Your Church Can Grow,

p.

31.

2Reeves and Jenson, Always Advancing: Modern
Strategies for Church Growth, pp. 155-160.
3Towns, The Complete Book of Church Growth,

p.

99.
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Ultimately, church growth depends on the work of the Holy
Spirit and the sovereignty of God.
This in no way negates the need to study and apply church
growth principles. The more knowledgeable a man is concerning
how God works to bring about growth,

the more sensitive he

will be to the Holy Spirit's leading concerning choice of
placement and methods.
To start with,

the church planter should understand that

there are seven basic approaches to church growth in the
United States.

Dr.

Elmer Towns enumerates these as follows:

Fundamentalism, Evangelical Bible Church,
Charismatic Renewal,
Factor. 4

Southern Baptist, Mainline and the Fuller

Each of these grows in response to different

principles.
people.

Body Life Movement,

Each approach works only among certain groups of

The church planter must analyze the different types

of growth models,

in the light of his demographic research,

and decide which type of church he is going to plant.

This

will influence where he starts the church and what type of
programs he will implement to produce growth.

Types of Church Growth
It is essential to understand there are three kinds of
church growth.

According to McGavran these are:

transfer and conversion growth. 5

biological,

Biological growth occurs

when children are born into Christian families and raised in

41 bid .,

p. 8 5 .

~cGavran, Understanding Church Growth, pp. 87-88.
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the church, won to Christ and united with the church.

Healthy

churches experience a biological growth rate of 25 percent per
decade.

6

According to Peter Wagner,

most church growth
The church planter

worldwide comes about in this manner.?

must recognize that reliance upon this type of growth alone is
neither biblical nor healthy.
few others than his own family,

Moreover,

since he begins with

he cannot depend on biological

factors to produce the growth needed to establish a church.
Transfer growth results from Christians leaving one
church to unite with another.
doctrinal differences,

This may be the result of

job relocation or a planned

mother/daughter church-planting effort.

The initial nucleus

of the new church is sometimes composed of people who have or
are willing to move their church membership from their present
church to the new church.

This is an extremely useful method
It provides needed

when establishing daughter churches.

workers and qualified leaders for the new group.
However, while there will always be people who transfer
their membership into the new church,
not result.

sustained growth will

Others will transfer out of the church.

growth alone is neither desirable nor healthy.

Transfer

No more than

35 percent of growth should occur by this means.

It must also

be acknowledged that while temporary local growth may occur,
the overall Body of Christ is not enlarged by this method.
Transfer growth must never become a substitute for biological

p.

63.

6Wagner,

Your Church Can Grow,

?Wagner,

Strategies for Church Growth,

p.

115.
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and conversion growth.
Conversion growth occurs as "those outside the Church
come to rest their faith intelligently on Jesus Christ and are
baptized and added to the Lord in His Church."B
words,

In other

unchurched people are converted to Christ and become

active members of a local church.

Those who are brought up in

and converted through the church are not included in this
number.

Conversion growth produces an excitement in the

church.

"The freshness and devotion of those who have been

rescued from spiritual rebellion and despair lend
encouragement to the church and strengthen its outreach.'~
This type of growth should be the primary goal of the
church's evangelistic effort.

Only by this means can a

congregation expect to have healthy and continual growth.

The

stupendous growth of the New Testament church was primarily
conversion growth.

Churches were established and grew rapidly

because large numbers of people were being saved.
with this New Testament pattern,

In keeping

the goal of church growth is

to win people to Christ and nurture them until they become

"

responsible,

responsible,

reproducing disciples of Jesus in

reproducing congregations.'~O

Demography plays a major role in determining the type of
growth a church experiences.

A careful statistical analysis

BMcGavran, Understanding Church Growth,

p. 88.

9David J. Hesselgrave, Planting Churches CrossCulturally (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Book House, 1980),

p.

120.

10Ebbie C. Smith, Balanced Chuich Growth (Nashville, TN:
Broadman Press, 1984), p. 38.
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of the projected target area will help to reveal which
sections are in greatest need of a new church and which
communities are likely to be the most responsive to the
gospel.

For example, an old established ethnic community with

a low turn-over rate is likely to be less responsive to the
gospel than a newly developed subdivision comprised of young
couples who have just moved into. the area.

This does not mean

that the one community should be neglected.

Rather,

it shows

that the potential for conversion growth is higher in one area
than in another and that this difference can be detected
demographically based upon community composition.
Once a church is started,

demographic evaluation of the

congregation will quickly reveal the rate at which each type
of growth is occurring.

If it is a daughter church,

transfer growth will be relatively high.
replaced by a growing conversion rate.
would be expected to be minimal.

initial

This should soon be
Biological growth

If the conversion growth

rate remains low and the church expands primarily through
transfer growth,

then it can be expected that the overall

growth of the church will slow and eventually begin to
decline.

Demographic research involving the type and rate of

growth in the church will help the church planter maintain a
balanced ministry conducive to continued growth.

The Principle of Faith
While there is much variety in the church growth
movement,

there are some basic principles which are

foundational to growth.

Without these the church planter will
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seldom experience success.

Perhaps the most important

principle of growth involves attitude.
grow,

grow because they want to grow.

There is a common purpose.
direction.
growth.

Churches which
They expect to grow.

Everyone is moving in the same

Everything that is done is geared to producing

Elmer Towns refers to this as having "eyes for

growth. "11

This is the

prin~iple

of faith.

If his church is to experience growth,
must be a man of faith.

the church planter

He must envision growth and expect

that God will use him to stimulate it in his church.
that without faith,

it is impossible to please God.

He knows
Leading

church growth experts see this as the key ingredient to
enlarging the Body of Christ.
The principle of faith will be operative not only in
relation to what God is expected to do,
people are expected to do.

but also in what the

The congregation must want to grow

and be willing to exercise faith in a practical way.

Real

faith can be demonstrated by the things that are done.

A

congregation demonstrates its faith in God by following the
pastor's leadership,

readjusting their fellowship groups to

include new people, opening their leadership circles and
voting to spend whatever funds are necessary to promote
growth.

When a church puts its money where its mouth is,

you know that they believe in what they are saying.
God often grants us what we expect of Him.

When we

11 Statement made by Dr. Elmer Towns while teaching a
Church Growth I class at Liberty University, Fall, 1986.
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anticipate little or nothing from God, we receive little or
When we expect much, we receive much.

nothing.

keeping with what Jesus taught when he said,
your faith be it unto you"

(Matthew 9:29).

This is in

"According to
Let there be no

mistake about it, church growth requires faith.

The Principle of Goal Setting
Clearly defined goals are essential to planting and
growing new churches.

"Growth goals indicate that the church

takes its work seriously.

. A church drifts like an

unanchored boat unless it has definite growth goals!"
Yonggi Cho,

12

Paul

pastor of the world's largest church states that

"the number-one requirement for having real church growth,
un lim i ted church growth,

i s to set goal s . "13

The church

planter must develop definite goals that relate to target
groups,

location, conversions, and additions.

indispensable to effective outreach.

Goal setting is

If he fails to plan,

he plans to fail.
A goal is a target which has been established in response
to an anticipated need and toward which progress can be
measured.

It is a definite result to be accomplished by a

certain date.

Goal setting involves writing out the steps

it will take to accomplish your vision.
direction,

Goals provide

inflame the imagination, motivate people and expand

12Donald A. McGavran and Win Arn, How to Grow a Church
(Ventura, CA: Regal Books, 1973), pp. 99-100.
1~axwell

Books,

Maltz, Psycho-Cybernetics (New York: Pocket
1969), p. x.
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potential. 14

Without good goals, a church will not grow.

Good goals have five characteristics.
them S-M-A-R-T goals.
attainable,

John Haggai calls

They will be specific, measurable,

realistic and tangible. 15

Goals should depict

specific steps to be taken rather than a vague desire.
avoid generalities,

each goal should be measurable.

To

It should

include a numerical figure of how much is to be achieved and
by what date.

It should be capable of being demographically

described and charted.
Goals should be attainable.

Avoid setting goals that are

vastly beyond the grasp of the church.

A goal that is too

high only serves to discourage the people.
be realistic.
cannot fail.

On the other hand,

Do not define your goals in such terms that you
If they are set too low the people will not be

challenged to do any more than they are presently doing.
Finally, make your goals tangible or visible.

Progress should

be capable of being seen, whether it is a new building,
increased attendance or an expanded budget that is being met.
Goals should have both long-range and short-range aims.
What is to be accomplish during the first week?
month?

The first year?

The first five years?

The first
If the church

planter or the church do not know where they are going,
will never get there.

they

Goals will help them arrange their

priorities.

14Reeves and Jenson, Alwavs Advancing: Modern Strategies
for Church Growth, pp. 40-41.

pp.

15John E. Haggai, Lead On!
27-30.

(Waco,

TX: Word Books,

1986),
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Both the establishment and evaluation of goals involves
demographic research.
and measured.

Goals need to be constantly evaluated

Progress needs to be monitored.

This involves

statistical research prior to and during the goal setting
process.

Realistic goals can only be established when

accurate information is available.

Progress can not be

determined unless numerical.figures are compared.
demography,

Without

goal setting is little more than wishful thinking

that is destined to failure.

The Principle of Strategy
Once the church planter has established his goals,

he

will then be able to develop plans for attaining those goals.
This is called strategy.

Wagner defines strategy as "a

mutually-agreed means to achieve the ends which have been
determined. ,,16

A simpler definition is "a chosen means to

accomplish a predetermined goa 1 . ,,17

It is the step-by-step

procedure for getting from where we are to where we want to
be.

It does no good to establish goals,

unless plans are

developed and implemented for achieving those goals.
Goal-setting always precedes strategy planning.
Otherwise, the strategy itself becomes the goal and usually
accomplishes very little.

For example, many churches hold

annual revival meetings without setting any goals,
a vague hope that "someone" will get saved.

except for

They have a

16 C . Peter Wagner, Frontiers in Missionary Strategy
(Chicago: Moody Press, 1971), p. 16.

17

Wagner,

Strategies for Church Growth,

p.

26.
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strategy (the revival meeting),
objective in mind.

but without a specific

The meeting itself becomes the goal.

The

A great deal of energy and expense

means has become the end.

is expended with little results.
Once goals have been established,

the church planter

should think through as many alternative ways of accomplishing
the goal as possible.
to be the best.
criteria:

He can

th~n

choose the one that appears

The strategy chosen should be based on two
Is it biblical?

Will it achieve the goal?

We must

never lose sight of the fact that obedience to God is the
highest principle in strategy planning.

Church growth

consultant, Ebbie Smith reminds us that no strategy by itself
will produce growth in the church.

He says:

"Only the power

of the Holy Spirit can produce the spiritual harvest that
alone is acceptable to God.

. Church growth never seeks to

replace the Holy Spirit with dependence on a method. "18
Develop your own strategy.
someone else's program.

Do not try to superimpose

Good strategy will enable you to

achieve your goals by increasing efficiency,
effectiveness,

measuring

permitting mid-course corrections,

uniting

those involved and increasing accountability.
Just as it is impossible to establish realistic goals
without reliable information,

so it is impossible to develop a

workable strategy without the facts.

Demographic research

provides the church planter with the hard facts he needs to
know concerning what is going on in the community and in the

18S mit h,

Balanced Church Growth,

p.

46.
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church.

With this information as his disposal,

he can

establish realistic goals and develop workable strategies to
achieve those goals.

The Principle of Leadership
Leadership plays a major role in church growth
philosophy.
healthy,

Peter Wagner claims that the number one sign of a

growing church

.
lS

".

. a pastor who is a

possibility thinker and whose dynamic leadership has been used
to catalyze the entire church into action for growth. "19
Peter Wagner says:
any given parish.

"Leadership is a key to church growth in
The pastor must want the church to grow and

must be willing to pay the price if the church is to grow. "20
Robert Schuller agrees that pastoral leadership is critical to
the development of the church.

He says,

"Leadership is the

key to church growth . . . . Leadership is thinking ahead,
for the future,

exhausting all possibilities,

pro b 1 ems and d rea min g ups 0 I uti 0 n s t o t hem. ,,21

planning

envisioning
His I e a de r s hip

Everything rises or

will either inspire or hinder growth.
falls on leadership.

John Haggai defines leadership as "the discipline of
deliberately exerting special influence within a group to move

19Wagner, Your Church Can Grow,

p.

63.

20C. Peter Wagner, "Church Growth Research: The Paradigm
and Its Applications," in Understanding Church Growth and
Decline: 1950-1978, eds. Dean R. Hoge and David A. Roozen (New
York: The Pilgrim Press, 1979), p. 281.

21Robert H. Schuller, Your Church Has Real Possibilities!
(Glendale, CA:
Regal Books, 1975), pp. 191-192.
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it toward goals of beneficial permanence that fulfill the
group

I

S

real needs. ,,22

He will be a man of vision who is not

afraid to risk failure.

He is

He is open to new ideas.

constantly evaluating the effectiveness of present programs,
looking for ways to improve their productivity.
being adverse to change, he seeks

to~induce

it.

Rather than
He knows that

change will occur, and that without positive leadership it
will tend toward deterioration and destruction rather than
improvement.

Therefore,

he seeks to encourage and guide the

changes which occur.
Change for the sake of change is highly unproductive.
Change must be channeled and harnessed if it is to produce the
desired results.

In order to have productive change,

one must

possess detailed information concerning the situation at hand.
Why is the change needed?

What changes are necessary?

Who

will do the work that will produce the desired changes?
The answers to these questions all involve demographic
research.

Regardless of whether the change involves planting a

daughter church,

building a new sanctuary,

program or starting a new school,

instituting a new

the leader must conduct

careful research to determine the feasibility of the proposed
project.
available?

Is there a genuine need?

Are sufficient resources

What type of lay leadership can be tapped?

Leaders do not shy away from statistical resources.

Rather

they recognize them as valuable allies in bringing about the
changes which will produce the desired growth in the church.
22 Haggal,
.

L ea dO!
n.,

p.

4.
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The Principle of Homogeneous Units
There are a number of social factors which will affect
Cultural

the planting and development of new churches.

The United States is a diverse

differences impact on growth.

nation composed of hundreds of ethnic groups.
own culture,

language add values.

Each has its

The color of their skin

differs. Cultural values and preferences often clash.

One

group feels uncomfortable in the presence of another.

They

refuse to worship together.

A wise church planter will

understand that these differences constitute barriers that
hinder growth if he ignores them.

Since "men like to become

Christians without crossing racial,
barrier s , ,,23
as possible.

linguistic,

or class

he will seek to r emov e as many of tho s e barrier s
He will not force blacks to attend a white

church or Hispanics an English service.

If needs be,

he will

limit his ministry to working with a specific group rather
than trying to reach everyone.
Sometimes the differences involve class distinction more
than racial or linguistic variances.
distinctions.

Every culture has class

In the United States, we have upper,

lower classes with several subdivisions.
mix easily.

middle and

The classes do not

Someone from an upper class background is turned

off by the emotionalism which often characterizes lower class
churches.

Many people with lower class values find the formal

services of upper class churches unappealing.
23McGavran, Understanding Church Growth,

"People enjoy
p.

198.
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being with other people like thems el v es . "24
the areas of socio-economic status,

This is true in

age and education levels.

High growth churches average one half of a socio-economic
level above the people in the area.

Medium growth churches

are usually one-half level below their community.

Low growth

churches were more than two levels removed from most of the
people in their community.25

If the church planter is to

reach people, he must know where they stand socially and gear
his ministry to fit their needs.
Peter Wagner found that:
Churches that realistically evaluate themselves culturally
and that gear their ministry toward meeting the needs of
people most like themselves are in a position to grow.
On
the other hand, churches which decide to try to meet the
needs of a variety of people usually find that they have
g row t h pro b 1 ems .2 6
Moreover,

it is necessary for the pastor to fit into the

socio-economic level of his people.

The Walrath Scale lists

twelve types or styles of churches.

These include everything

27
from rural settlement churches to inner city churches.
be effective,
economic,

To

the church planter must match the socio-

socio-cultural profile of the community.

Seldom

will a man that is raised in a rural community have an
24George G. Hunter, III, The Contagious Congregation
(Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 1979), p. 73.
25Charles Arn, McGavran and Win Arn, Growth:
Vision for the Sunday School, p. 102.
26Wagner, "Church Growth Research:
Applications," p. 277.

A New

The Paradigm and Its

27Reeves and Jenson, Alwavs Advancing: Modern Strategies
for Church Growth, p. 114.
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effective ministry in a" metropolitan area.

A poorly educated

man will have difficulty planting a church in a sophisticated
neighborhood.
The point is, churches grow best when they form
homogeneous units .

A homogeneous unit is simply

. a grou~ of people who consider each other to be
'our kind of people.'
They have many areas of mutual
interest.
They share the same culture.
They socialize
freely.
When they are together they are comfortable and
they all feel at home .28
The homogeneous principle does not advocate segregation.
Every church should be open and receptive to all people
regardless of their color, sex or cultural heritage.
Integration should be welcome.

The homogeneous principle is

only a recognition of reality.

If left to themselves,

tend to associate with their own kind by choice.
the hippies of the 1960s were a homogeneous unit.
existed outside the realm of middle-class America.

people

For example,
They
They

formed their own "Jesus People" churches which were entirely
different from middle-class churches.

A "Jesus People" church

will be.more effective in reaching hippies.

A Spanish-

speaking church will be more effective in reaching Hispanics.
A Vietnamese church will be more effective in reaching
refugees from Vietnam.

A Chinese church will be more

effective in reaching the residents
of Chinatown in San
,
Francisco than would a WASP church.
How is a church planter to know what types of homogeneous
groups live in the target area?

Demography provides the

28Wagner, Your Church Can Grow,

p. 127.
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answer.

By consulting 'census tract reports, he can quickly

identify the various ethnic groups in the community.
then plot their location on a map.

He can

By color coding the map, a

homogeneous pattern soon emerges that enables him to readily
identify and locate each group.

The same thing can be done to

discover claas distinctions based on education and economics
as well.
Once he has done his demographic research,

the church

planter can then determine which social or racial group he
will target.

He will be able to project the best location in

which to start the church and the programs which are most
likely to be effective.

It is demography that makes the

homogeneous principle a workable strategy.
The Principle of Receptivity
Finally, growing churches focus on the receptiveresponsive elements of the community.

McGavran states that

"God wants His lost children found. "29

Only those who are

responsive to God's message and invitation become His
children.

Not everyone will be responsive. Many will be

resistant,

rejecting God's offer.

It must be recognized that

society is composed of two types of individuals:
responsive people and resistant people.

receptive-

The church planter

can spend so much time concentrating on the resistant people
in the community that he neglects the responsive ones.
this is done,

the church will experience little growth.

~McGavran,

Understanding Church Growth,

p. 362.

When
If he
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wants his church to grow, he should concentrate his efforts on
those who are receptive to him as God's messenger and
responsive to the biblical message .

McGavran points out that

. frequently churches grow because the Gospel is
preached to a clearly receptive segment of the population
where people are ready to hear it and ready to decide.
When a church discovers that kind of responsiveness and
preaches the Gospel, people do respond, and the church
grows. 30
In light of the Great Commission's command to make
disciples from among all people groups,
selectivity be justified?

can a decision of

In examining this question,

Mcquilkin points out that "God is selective on the basis of
men's response.,,31
invitation.

He saves those who respond to His

Jesus taught his disciples to "shake off the

dust" of resistant towns and go to those which were more
responsive (Matthew 10:14).

The apostle Paul also

concentrated on responsive areas (Acts 18:2-11 cf.

I Corin-

thians 16:8-9).

While the gospel is to be preached everywhere

and to everyone,

the church planter should not concentrate his

efforts on the resistant elements to the neglect of the
responsive elements.

"The best way to reach the resistant is

to win the r esp onsi ve fir st. 1132

This does not mean that

resistant areas should be overlooked.

Rather,

fields of low

receptivity should be occupied lightly while our main efforts
are aimed at those who are responsive.

T. Robertson McQuilken

30McGavran and Arn, How to Grow a Church,

p.

41.

31J. Robertson Mcquilkin, Measuring the Church Growth
Movement, (Chicago: Moody Press, 1974), p. 37.
32 I bid .,

p. 40.
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observes:
Some say that this discriminates against the
unresponsive.
Mission studies indicate that people are
more likely to come to Christ when their responsive
near-neighbors have already come.
So to concentrate
effort on those who are responsive is the best way to
reach the unresponsive. 33
R~ceptivity

place.

and responsiveness varies from place to

It waxes and wanes from time to time.

ref e r s t o t his as" the sea son s

0

f

Elmer Towns

the sou 1 . "34

Win Arn says:

"A proven principle of church growth is that unchurched people
are more responsive to becoming Christians and responsible
church members during periods of transition.,,35
People tend to be more receptive and responsive when they
move from one community to another.
loss of job,

a serious accident,

A crisis such as illness,

or the death of a loved one

makes people more open to the gospel. People must be reached
while they are reachable or they will not be reached.

"Winning

the winnable while they are winnable seems sound procedure.'~6
Church planters who recognize the principles of receptivity
and responsiveness believe that "those who stand with arms
outstretched.

. have a higher right to hear than those who

33Idem, "Making the Numbers Count," Moody Monthly, June
1977, p. 30.
34E1mer L. Towns, Relationship Evangelism: How to Use
EXisting Relationships for Evangelism (Lynchburg, VA: Church
Leadership Institute, 1985), p. 36.
35Win Arn, The Win Arn Growth Report, No. 10 (Pasadena,
CA: The Institute For American Church Growth, n.d.), pp. 2-3.
~McGavran,

Understanding Church Growth,

p.

256.
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s top the i r e a r san d t urn a way . "37
How does demography fit into the principle of
receptivity? Years of observation and statistical research
indicate that certain kinds of people are more responsive than
others.

It also reveals that people are more open at

: particular times than during other periods of their lives.
Times of crisis and transition result in high receptivity.
Family relocation is another major factor.

Age and family

situations are also major contributors to receptivity.
The wise church planter will carefully screen the
projected target community to determine the growth of the
region.

Are new families frequently moving into the area?

they have small children?

Is a major employer closing down?

Has there been a major natural disaster recently?
answers to these questions is affirmative,
likely to be fairly responsive.
demographic information,

Do

If the

then the area is

By gathering accurate

the church planter can project the

sections of the target area which will be most open to him and
his message.
A knowledge of church growth principles and demography
are indispensable to effective church-planting.

McQuilken

reminds us that "determining who is responsive to the gospel
and what makes possible the adaptation of methods toward more
e f f e c t i vee van gel ism. "38

Anyone ignorant of these laws of

growth and research is handicapped and will experience

37 I bid.,

p.

257.

38McQuilkin, Moody Monthly,

June 1977, p.

30.
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frustration and possible defeat.

How much better it would be

if every church planter would go forth equipped with a
strategy based on hard evidence and the proven rules of
growth.

He can then be able to face his task with confidence.

CHAPTER IV
DEMOGRAPHY AND THE DETERMINATION OF TARGET COMMUNITIES

How does one determine where to start a new church?

What

is the process by which a church planter discerns the location
to which God is leading him?

How does a mission agency

ascertain the placement of church-planting personnel?
a city,

how does one assess where to begin?

involved?

These are not academic questions.

What factors are
The answers will

influence the future of that anticipated ministry.
the right place.

Once in

"Selecting

will have much to do with the success of

the new church you are starting.,,1
Determination of location has to be a major priority on
the church planter's agenda.

Yet many men "do not have

information about all the factors which should influence any
decision about the number and location of churches in an
area.,,2

They will make that decision in one of two ways.

Either they will base it upon the objective facts obtained
through careful research or they will simply make a stab in
the dark based upon subjective feelings.

It is conceivable

1Grant G. Rice, Church Planting Primer (Louisville,
Tabernacle Press, 1985), p. 45.

KY:

2Gordon Mullenix and Harold Cummins, "Plan Your Churchplanting Efforts," Church Growth Bulletin, July 1978, p. 1.
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that the right decision can be made by using either method.
However, it would seem logical that a better choice is
possible if valid statistical information is available.
Demography,
information,

the gathering and analyzing of statistical

provides the necessary facts for determining

church-planting targets.

A church-planting ministry should

never start until it has been determined if a genuine
spiritual need exists,

there is sufficient population to

support the church, the growth patterns of the area and the
availability of property.

These things cannot be assessed

apart from some type of demographic research.

Past Procedures

In the past, mission agencies assigned personnel somewhat
arbitrarily on the basis of need.

If there was no church or

if the right kind of church did not exist in a given area,

a

church planter would be sent for the purpose of establishing a
church.

Little, if any,

demographic research was done to

determine the feasibility of starting a church in the area
under consideration.

The "need" constituted the call.

The problem with this approach is that needs exist
everywhere.

Without demographic research,

determine which areas are the neediest?
alone justify the expenditure of time,
Some areas are very needy,

how is one to

Even then,

does need

funds and personnel?

but strongly resistant to the

gospel while other needy areas are more responsive.

While no

area should be neglected, it would seem that those areas of
need which are most responsive should receive the greater
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emphasis.
At other times,
basis of comity.

church planters were assigned on the

"Comity" was a gentleman's agreement that

divided nations and states into areas of responsibility.

It

made "some agency responsibl~ for the evangelism of every last
piece of territory and every people."3

It was designed to

avoid overlapping and competition between mission agencies.
It gave "exclusive rights" to carry out church-planting work
in the assigned area.

Church planters were sent to a given

place on the basis that it was their slice of the pie.
The issues of need, availability of personnel,
receptivity and other criteria were not considered.

It made

no difference if the neighboring area was unchurched or
occupied by those with a liberal theological viewpoint.
Church planters were to stay on their own turf.

Fortunately,

this philosophy has been largely discarded by mission agencies
and church planters.

This may cause consternation among some

who fear too many churches will be started in one area and not
enough in another. While there is some validity to this fear,
it would seem that far more churches are being planted without
the system than was true under the system.
Sometimes a church planter begins a work at the
invitation of a group of people who want a new church in their
community.

He is able to begin with a ready-made nucleus.

He

3R. Pierce Beaver, "The History of Mission Strategy," in
Perspectives on the World Christian Movement, eds. Ralph D.
Winter and Steven C. Hawthorne, (Pasadena, CA: William Carey
Library, 1981), p. 203.
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seldom stops to evaluate the growth potential of the area or
the need.

He ignores any danger signals that may be present

and plunges into the work.

In too many cases, when things do

not develop as anticipated,

the church planter becomes

disillusioned with the lack of progress and quits.
Many churches have been started because of a "feeling"
the church planter had.

He assumed that his "feeling" was

produced by the leading of the Holy Spirit.
not be true.

This mayor may

His feeling may be the result of nostalgia,

personal desires,

family pressures or indigestion.

Feelings

alone are insufficient to determine where churches should be
started.

Many other objective factors need to be considered

in addition to feelings.
common sense.

God gives us a mind and sanctified

He expects us to use them.

Elmer Towns says:
God will lead the pastor-planter to the correct
neighborhood, but this process is not effected by
feelings. God leads through facts and, as a
pastor-planter studies all the aspects of a community,
God lays a city upon his heart. 4
Demography can provide much of the information needed to
determine the feasibility of planting a church in a given
area.

God has enabled man through the use of computers to

gather and analyze large amounts of statistical information.
Government agencies do continuous research which is available
and invaluable to the trained church planter.

It behooves the

man of God to use that information which technology provides

4Elmer L. Towns, Getting a Church Started in the Face of
Insurmountable Odds With Limited Resources in Unlikely
Circumstances (Nashville, TN: Impact Books, 1975), p. 138.
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for him.
What characteristics qualify an area for a new church?
What should the church planter look for?

What type of

information can be useful in determining church-planting
sites?

While many factors could be listed,

among the most important\

the following are

Demographic research will enhance

the church planter's understanding of each factor as it
relates to the projected target area.

Spiritual Need
The primary consideration in evaluating potential
church-planting sites must be the existence of genuine,
spiritual needs in the area.

unmet

Leonard Waterman of the

Conservative Baptist Association lists several elements which
constitute such a need.

1.

Included among these are:

Clear-cut evidence from a survey and evaluation that the
community definitely needs another church;

2.

Evidence of a real spiritual hunger such as home Bible
studies conducted outside of existing churches,
being saved through no specific effort,

people

or noticeable

expressions of dissatisfaction that spiritual needs are
not being met;

3.

The presence of individuals who have a deep burden for
their own community.5
Some areas have few,

if any churches.

It may be a rural

5Leonard P. Waterman, A Manual for Starting New Churches
(Wheaton, IL: The Conservative Baptist Home Missions Society,
1985), pp. 41-42.
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area in which all the churches have been closed as the
community declined.

It may be an inner city community from

which the churches have fled to the suburbs.

It may be a nei,

suburban subdivision being built without any provision of a
church.

Any "community with unchurched people should be

considered as a potential for church-planting."6
Other locations may contain only liberal congregations or
churches that
. do not meet the needs of those who desire an
independent, congregational local church structure.
This type of community needs a Bible believing church for
the preaching of the gospel and to give believers an
opportunity to become involved in an outreach ministry.?
An area may have a Bible-teaching church which has lost
its vision for soul-winning and evangelism.

In this case, the

spiritual needs of the community will not be met and a new
church may have to be established to meet them.
however,

Great care,

should be exercised in evaluating the evangelistic

outreach of churches.

The churches may be far more effective

than is apparent at first glance.

Existing churches should be

plotted on a map to determine areas of neglect.

Gordon

Mullenix cautions that "new churches should be located in
places where they will not unduly compete with the witness of
other evangelical congregations."B

Churches of the same

6Keith M. Bailey, The Church Planter's Manual
(Harrisburg, PA: Christian Publications, Inc., 1981), p.

25.

?Timothy Starr, Church Planting: Always in Season
(Canada: Fellowship of Evangelical Baptist Churches in Canada,
1978), p. 33.

p.

BMullenix and Cummins,
inside front cover.

Church Growth Bulletin, July 1978,
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denomination should rarely be located closer than two miles
from each other. 9

If the target area has several large

soul-winning churches or a number of smaller,

growing

fundamental congregations that are meeting the needs,

do not

go.
A new church shQuld be considered only when there is
clear evidence that spiritual needs are not being met or that
an area has been overlooked.

Once it has been diagnosed that

there are sufficient spiritual needs in an area,

the church

planter can then explore other essential criteria.

A Growing Population
Population factors should figure heavily in the placement
of church planters.

Clay Price,

Southern Baptist Home Mission

demographer, cites population totals and significant
population changes as two of the main factors which indicate a
need for a new church. 10
area under consideration?
support a church?

What is the total population of the
Is the population large enough to

Timothy Starr says "the aim is to start new

churches that have the potential for self-support within a
maximum of five years. ,,11

Some church growth and home

missions experts believe that 2,000 to 3,000 persons of gross

9 Roy L. Thomas, Planting and Growing a Fundamental
Church (Nashville, TN: Randall House Publications, 1979),
p. 129.

10Taken from a personal interview with Mr. Clay Price,
demographer for the Southern Baptist Home Mission Board in
Atlanta, Georgia on January 8, 1987.
11S tarr , Church Planting: Always in Season,

p. 35.
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population per church is a safe rate for beginning the
church .12

Too often new churches are started in areas which

have several churches or where the population is too small to
support another church.
Population density is also an important consideration.
What is the population per acre/per square mile?

How many

houses per square acre are permitted by zoning laws?
type of housing is allowed?

What

Is the area zoned for low density

individual housing or high density condominiums?

This will

vary widely depending on whether the area under consideration
is rural or urban.

Wagner recommends a rural density of 2,000

persons per church and an urban density of 5,000 persons per
church .13
Report,

Density figures can be obtained from a U.S.
the city librarian,

Census

the city engineer's office or the

local building inspector.
Population changes should be carefully evaluated.
area growing or declining?

Is the

Are new residents moving into the

area or are the young people all moving away in search of
work? What type of people are moving into the community?

Are

they purchasing homes or renting temporary quarters?
Declining or stagnant communities composed of transient people
are not good areas in which to establish churches.

Growing

localities made up of a cross-section of working people who
own their own homes represent more fertile church-planting

York:

12Frederick A. Shippey, Church Work in the City (New
Abingdon Cokesbury Press, 1952), pp. 228-230.
13Wagner, Census Data and Church Growth,

p.

39.
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soil.
Donald J. MacNair of the Reformed Presbyterian Church
advises that the church planter gather "prognostications for
growth and where it will be concentrated for the next two
year , five year , and t en year s . "14

These demographic

projections will reveal if continued expansion is anticipated.
In addition to local government sources,

school boards,

utility companies and real estate developers can provide
valuable insights concerning expected growth in an area for
these periods.

They do careful demographic research before

expending millions of dollars in construction costs.

The

church planter can learn much about population trends in the
target zone by simply availing himself of the statistical
research which has already been done.

A Healthy Economy

The economic picture of the community plays a role in
determining the advisability of starting a new church.
there a strong economic base?

Is the unemployment level

higher or lower than the national average?
moving into the area?

Is

Are new businesses

Is there industrial diversity or is it

a one-plant town?
Missiologist Leonard Waterman says:
A GE plant either moving in or out could mean the
difference between starting or waiting for a new church.
The Federal or State Government might have a project
either phasing in or phasing out.
This can change the

14Donald J. MacNair, The Birth, Care, and Feeding of a
Local Church (Washington, D.C.: Canon Press, 1971), p. 25.
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whole picture in a community.15
If the people are unemployed, if the economy is
declining, if the economic picture is dark,

then the giving of
With

the people will be less than in more prosperous times.
reduced income,
operating costs.

the church will have difficulty paying normal
Funds will not be as available for the

purchase of property and the erection of a building.

Banks

will be more reluctant to loan in tough times for fear it will
not be repaid.

A sound economic base is an essential

ingredient when selecting a new church-planting site.
In the Baptist Mid-Missions church-planting manual, this
author observed:
McDonalds is one of the most successful fast-food
stores in America.
This is due in part to their product
and in part to their choice of locations.
Before opening
a new store, they carefully gather and analyze statistical
projections on the area under consideration.
Then they
choose the sites which are most likely to produce
results. 16
Church planters can learn much from McDonalds concerning
the value of demography.

If a corporation like the "Golden

Arches" is willing to invest large sums of money to determine
the best locations for selling hamburgers,

should not the

church planter heed the advice of demographers concerning the
best places to build churches so that as many souls as
possible may be saved?
15Waterman, A Manual for Starting New Churches,

p. 46.

16McNamara, A Practical Guide to Church Planting,
pp.

44-45.
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Socio-cultural Composition

Statistical research will reveal five areas of
importance:

the socio-cultural composition of the community,

the overall view of population growth by age and marital
status,
and

the internal migration trends,

land~use

projections.

the traffic patterns

Each of these is essential to

making a valid decision to start a new church.
The socio-cultural composition of the community involves
racial,

cultural and class distinctions.

consideration largely white,

black or Hispanic?

ethnic groups live in the area?
Is it a upper,

Is the area under
What other

What languages are spoken?

middle or lower class community?

What

homogeneous groups exists and where are they located?

These

factors will greatly effect the church planter's decision of
where to locate.

Does he plan to develop a suburban church

composed of middle-class whites?
the ethnic groups in the city?

Will he try to reach one of
Only a demographic study can

provide this information.
Age and marital status are necessary components of the
decision-making process.

Is the community made up of young

married couples with children or Yumpies with no children?
Single or married adults?

Is there a high incidence of

single-parent families and female-headed homes?
adult or a family community?

Is it an

Is it a retirement area?

Some of this information can be obtained by driving
through the streets.

The presence of toys,

bicycles, and

basketball hoops indicate a family community.

Townhouses and

L________________________~
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condominiums with sports cars parked in front are indicative
of a singles or young married couples area.
lawns,

fashionable cars,

Well-manicured

and speed bumps are all signs of

adult-only residential subdivisions.

More accurate facts can

be obtained by consulting the census. tract reports for the
area under consideration.

These will give the actual

numerical breakdown for each age,

sex and marriage category.

Different approaches will be needed to minister to each
group depending in part on the age and marital status of the
people.

Stable communities composed of young married couples

with children are generally more fertile than retirement
villages or apartments occupied by singles.

Migration Patterns
For two-hundred years,

the migration pattern in the

United States was to move from rural areas to urban
communities in search of a better way of life.

In the 1970's

this trend was reversed as multitudes fled from the city to
the suburbs and beyond to the countryside. 17
people began moving from North to South,

Large numbers of

from East to West,

from the Snow Belt to the Sun Belt.

T.H. Hollingsworth of Cornell University observes that
"net migration is almost always only a small fraction of the
gross,

and hence any pattern of net migration flows may be

very far from showing the true levels of actual movement.'~8
17Bacas, Nation's Business, July 1984,
18Hollingsworth, Historical Demography,

p.

19.

p. 105.
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In other words,

many more people are moving than is apparent

from preliminary investigation.

Nevertheless,

these trends

indicate new growth areas on a national scale.

People do not

only move from one sector of the country to another,
move about within their community.

they also

By studying the

demographics of an area over a period of time,

these internal

migration patterns become visible.
Internal migration trends often reveal growth patterns.
People tend to move upward and outward.
rather than rent.
apartment.

They want to buy

They want to live in a house rather than an

They want to buy bigger and better homes.

This

social mobility results in the development of new
subdivisions. The church planter should find out where the new
homes,

schools,

shopping centers and roads are being built.

What is on the drawing board?
the next two,

What projects are projected for

five and ten years?

Growth occurs in the

direction which new housing is being built.

The city and/or

county planning commission will usually share their plans for
expansion.

The Economic Council often has published materials

available on anticipated industrial growth for the area.
The church planter should familiarize himself with this
material lest he repeat the mistakes of so many others.
Invariably new churches seem to locate on the wrong end of the
growth pattern.

They fail to check the direction of growth

when purchasing land.

Others have accepted land gifts and

have built in the wrong place even though they knew the growth
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pattern was in the opposite direction.

As a result, many

churches have found themselves located in areas where they
cannot grow.
Traffic patterns also indicate growth projections.
streets and roads are being widened?
heaViest?

Which

Where is traffic the

Where are the bottlenecks and areas of congestion?

In which direction does most of the traffic flow?

Are there

plans for new streets, roads and interstate highways?

New

roads are built to handle the increased traffic flow resulting
from a growing population and to give access to areas of
expansion.

This information will be vital in selecting a

church site which will have good visibility and accessibility.
Migration patterns, regardless of whether they are
national,

regional or local, are based upon thorough

demographic research.

Most of the work has already been done

by the Census Bureau, the Department of Transportation,

the

county or city planning commission and local developers.

The

church planter need only request the information from the
proper sources and he will have a wealth of statistical
information which will indicate the migration patterns,

the

growth areas and the localities which are most likely to be
receptive to a new church.

Property Considerations

Land-use projections reveal proposed growth.
being zoned for schools,
industrial expansion?

shopping malls,

Is land

housing projects and

If so, the church planter knows that

will be a good area in which to start a church.

Land-use
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projections will also indicate areas to avoid.

Stay away from

areas zoned for industrial purposes, stadiums, cemeteries,
trash dumps, gravel pits, and the like.

While the land may be

cheaper, the cost will be higher in terms of growth.
An examination of the zoning and building codes will also
reveal restrictions which might prove prohibitive to the
church planter.

Some areas do not allow any type of organized

religious activity in areas zoned for residential or
recreational use.

This eliminates home Bible studies, use

of community buildings and construction of church buildings
near the very people a church would want to reach.

Other

communities require public hearings and special use permits
before a church can be built.
expensive.

These can be time consuming and

They can also arouse opposition to the new church

which would not otherwise have been present.
There are four property questions which must be asked
when contemplating a potential target area.
Is it accessible?

Is it affordable?

Is it adequate?

Is it advisable?

Too

often there is not enough property available in a target area
to meet both the present and future needs of a growing church.
Most areas require a minimum of two acres for a church.

While

this may meet the present need of the church and the
requirements of the zoning board, it is best to purchase at
least five to ten acres to allow for future expansion.
Without adequate acreage,
the future,
growth.

the church may have to relocate in

if land is then available.

Relocation undermines

The church planter should think twice before locating

I
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in an area where there is not adequate land.
Visibility and accessibility are essential.
plenty of property available,
may be a swamp,

There may be

but it may be inaccessible.

a remote back street,

behind a tree line,

the side of a mountain or in the.midst of nowhere.
will not attend a church they cannot find.

It
on

People

The church planter

should look for property near major highways and thoroughfares
which are easy to get to and easy to see.

A corner lot on a

major thoroughfare which opens onto a secondary road or street
is the best location to seek.

This allows traffic to enter

and leave the property from two directions,

gives the church

high visibility and keeps neighbors from sandwiching the
church in between other buildings.
The cost of property can range from a few hundred dollars
per acre to several hundred thousand dollars per acre.
Property should be reasonably affordable.

Commercially zoned

property will be more expensive than other types of land.

The

church should be able to purchase and pay for the property
within two years.

Otherwise, it is not affordable.

Even when all the other factors are favorable,
be advisable to start a church in a given area.
heavy Jewish area,

a slum district,

it may not

It may be a

a dying community.

Each

factor must be weighed in the light of the church planter's
goals.

Keith Bailey cautions:

Because of the complexity of determining the religious
and ethnic nature of a new community or proposed
community, because of the new increasing regulations
that impose demands upon those who seek to use land and
build a church, the ultimate determination where the
fertile soil is located and its utilization requires a

1
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greater degree of research and understanding by those
who are involved in a fact-finding, church-planting
mission .19

Religious Composition
Two final considerations involve the religious nature of
the community and the availability of prospects.

Is the area

under investigation a strong Catholic community?

Does it have

a large section of Jewish people?

Are the people pre domin-

ately Mormons as would be the case in Salt Lake City, Utah?
Is the town located in the "Bible Belt" with a strong Baptist
influence?
the area?

What churches and places of worship are located in
How many people are unchurched?

Bible-believing churches nearby?
declining?

Are there any

Are the churches growing or

Are there ethnic churches available?

Are the

churches meeting the spiritual needs of the people?
a need for another church in this community?

Is there

Are any of the

churches in the area willing to sponsor a new church in their
community?

A statistical survey of the region will reveal the

answers to these questions.
The church planter should list every church in the target
area by denomination on a sheet of paper.

In separate columns

he should record seating capacity and actual attendance for
each church.

This research will quickly reveal the number of

people who do no attend church.

By plotting the location of

churches on a map, areas of neglect will emerge.
19Bailey, The Church Planter's Manual,

p.

31.
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Are Prospects Available?

The availability of prospects may be more difficult to
obtain.

There may be a nuclear group which wants a new

church in the area.

If so, they may have friends who would be

interested in being a part of the new group.

Are there

individuals who would be willing to leave their present church
Are there receptive-responsive people

to help plant another?

in the neighborhood who would open their homes for Bible
study? How many unchurched Christians live in the area who
might be willing to help?

The church planter may have to

spend considerable time conducting a door to door survey to
discover prospects.

This would probably be done after he

arrives to begin the church.

The absence of prospects is not

sufficient reason to refrain from starting a church in a given
place.

To the contrary,

it may indicate a need for

just such

a work.
Demographic Research

Demographic information is essential in determining
target communities.

Intelligent decisions simply cannot be

made without this knowledge.

Most of the information needed

can be deduced from U.S. Census Bureau publications,
government reports and personal surveys.

local

Excellent survey

forms are available along with instructions on how to conduct
Rnd analyze them. 20
20Sample survey forms may be found in the following
books:
McNamara, A Practical Guide to Church Planting,
pp, 55-69; Bailey, The Church Planter's Manual, pp. 93-103;
Waterman, A Manual for Starting New Churches, pp. 62-88.
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Peter Wagner stresses the importance of good demographic
research when he says:
Statistics will help you locate unchurched homogeneous
groups within your city.
They can indicate which areas
will be the most receptive.
Once you know the socioeconomic components of your community, you can make a
decision based on fact rather than ignorance.
A knowledge
of demogr~phics will build up your confidence as well as
t hat 0 f tho s e s p 0 n so r i n g you. 21

Leading of the Holy Spirit
Does God lead and direct in the decision as to where
churches should be planted?

Indeed He does.

Certainly the

Holy Spirit burdens the heart of the church planter.

But,

must the leading of the Holy Spirit be limited to a mystical,
subjective feeling?

Can He not use objective data as well to

burden and direct the church planter to the area of His
choice?
Demographic research can indicate specific areas of
neglect or opportunity.

It will reveal areas in which

churches are clustered.

Demography highlights the areas of

growth and decline.

The very possession of this kind of

information can of itself be indicative of the Holy Spirit's
leading.

Experience would indicate that statistical analysis

is a vital tool in determining the Holy Spirit's leading in
the placement of church planters.

Wise church planters will

readily avail themselves of this valuable resource.

21 C. Pet e r Wag n e r, " How ToP 1 ant A Ch u r c h S em ina r "
(Pasadena, CA: Charles E. Fuller Institute, n.d.) author's
notes.
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CHAPTER V
CHURCH PLANTING STRATEGIES BASED ON
DEMOGRAPHIC CONSIDERATIONS

Is there a place for demography in church-planting?

I

believe demography can and must play an increasingly important
Changing social habits,

role in the planting of new churches.

migration patterns and past failures should all stimulate
church planters to search out every available tool to improve
their performance and productivity.

Too often, decisions to

start new churches have been made without adequate research or
valid information.
This form of decision making saps the church of her
vitality and limits her effectiveness.

It results in needless

duplication in some areas while completely overlooking other
needy communities.

John Holzmann quotes Bob Waymire of the

Global Mapping Project as saying:
. the church is very seldom reaching its full
potential for making new disciples.
The problem is, it
doesn't know itself and it doesn't know its context.
The church needs to have an accurate picture of itself .
. research is designed to help churches and mission
agencies discover who they are, what they are, and how
they can be most effective where they areJ

No Premium on Ignorance

God places no premium on ignorance.

He wants His

1John Holzmann, "Why Research, Anyway?" Mission
Frontiers, August 1986, p. 4.
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children to be knowledgeable.

He communicated His Word to

mankind so they could make informed decisions concerning Him
and His work.

Ignorance,

both of God's Word and effective

methods for carrying out His work,
vision.

The Bible says:

results in a loss of

"Where there is no vision, the

people perish" (Proverbs 29:18).

The word "vision" refers to

wisdom or knowledge rather than a supernatural revelation or a
mystical sense of a call. This is often true in the area of
church-planting.
the community,
place,

Because of the lack of knowledge concerning

church planters begin their works in the wrong

in the wrong way and among the wrong people.

Again,

Waymire says:
Without the right information, in the right form,
at the right place, at the right time, our goals and
objectives won't be realistic, our plans and methodologies
won't be effective, our allocation of resources won't be
wise or adequate, nor will our evaluations be timely and
accurate .2

Information Essential
Accurate information is essential to making sound
decisions concerning the implementation of new churches.

The

Southern Baptist Convention is growing rapidly through the
planting of new churches across America.

One of the reasons

for their success in church-planting lies in the fact that
their Home Mission Board has a research division which employs
several demographers.

These people study census reports,

chart population migrations,

evaluate business trends,

search

for responsive areas and recommend areas which are most likely

2Robert Waymire, "High-Tech Research For Missions,"
Mission Frontiers, August 1986, p. 5.
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to represent fertile church-planting soil.

A Church Starting

Index has been prepared which lists every county in the United
States and evaluates the need for new churches on a scale of
one to ten. 3
This computerized listing include such demographic
information as current population,
past five

yea~s,

population growth for the

the percentage of growth or decline,

number of unregenerate people in the county,
the population which is lost,
churches in each county,

the

the percentage of

the number of Southern Baptist

the ratio of people to church and

rating for planting new churches in the county.

The Southern

Baptist Convention is absolutely convinced of the validity of
such studies.

They willingly invest hundreds of thousand of

dollars in demographic research because they know it will pay
off in more and better churches being planted.
Demography is a valuable tool in the hands of the
knowledgeable church planter.

It will help him in

establishing his goals and strategies.

The goal of church-

planting is the establishment of a new church.
of church shall it be?

But what kind

Will it be a strong, vibrant,

church or a weak and ineffective one?

growing

Will it make an impact

on the community or will the people simply ignore it?

The

church planter's choice of where and among whom to start the
church will largely determine the answers to these questions.
If he starts in the wrong area or among resistant people, he
is likely to struggle and/or fail.

However,

if he starts in

3Home Mission Board of the Southern Baptist Convention,

1350 Spring Street, NW, Atlanta, GA 30367
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the right place and among responsive people, he has a far
Thus,

greater chance of succeeding.
question is:

"Where to start?"

the all important

Demography can provide a

basis for an intelligent, Spirit-guided answer to that
question.
Determine Ministry Region
The church planter should begin by determining his
general area of ministry.

Where is the most fertile soil and

where is the greatest need?
South,

Will he labor in the North,

East or West?

A cursory study of census reports and other demographic
material will quickly reveal that a major population migration
is occurring.

Hundreds of thousands are moving from the North

and the East to the South and the West.

The Southern states

grew by over 12 million new residents while Western states
gained over 8 million between 1970 and 1980.

4

Many of the

industrial states are experiencing economic decline and high
unemployment.
jobs.

Many people are moving away in search of new

New Hampshire, Vermont and Maine are notable

exceptions. 5

Statistical Abstracts produced by the Census

Bureau give government projections of anticipated growth for
every sector of the nation.

Knowledge of the migration trend

now taking place in the United States would indicate the
wisdom of starting new churches in those areas experiencing
40rrin D. Morris, Comparison of Trends in Population and
SBC Churches and Members, (Atlanta, GA: Home Missions Board of
the Southern Baptist Convention, 1981), p. 3.
5"Population Change, 1980 to 2000," U.S.
Report, April 25, 1983, p. 60.

News and World
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the greatest growth.
Many of the new communities being developed have no
churches to minister to the people.
for new churches in these places.

There is a genuine need
People who recently moved

to a new area are more responsive to the gospel than those who
remain in the same community year after year.

Experience

indicates that it is very difficult to plant a new church in
an old,

declining,

established neighborhood.

A county by

county survey reveals that over sixty percent of the people
are unchurched in large sections of Washington, Oregon,
California, Nevada and Maine.
are only marginally better. 6

The remaining Western states
Thus,

demography would indicate

that a major church-planting effort should be undertaken in
the South, the West and New England, all regions with rapidly
expanding populations.
Moreover, considering that demographic research indicates
seventy-five percent of Americans live in cities with
populations of 50,000 people or more,

and that one-half of

those people are not affiliated with any church,

it would seen

that urban church-planting should be the major priority of
mission agencies and church planters.

Determine Target City
Once a decision has been made concerning the general
region in which new churches are needed,

the church planter

will have to determine the specific area in which he will
minister.

Should he work in the inner city,

6Parvin, Missions USA,

pp.

250-251.

the suburbs or in

I
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a rural/small town community?

Part of the answer to this

question depends upon the make-up of the church planter.
Wayne Zunkel suggests that church planters go to the
A poorly-educated,

groups they are best suited to reach.?

rural Southerner would have an extremely difficult time
reaching a sophisticated, Harvard-trained lawyer in suburban
Washington,

By the same standard,

D.C ..

a city-bred church

planter will find it hard to minister to folks in rural
Kentucky.

This does not mean that a man should never go to an

area other than the kind in which he was raised.
do learn to adapt.

Men can and

They are able to overcome class and

cultural barriers.
As a general rule,

a man will have a better chance of

planting a church within his own socio-economic level than
outside of it.

There are less barriers for him to overcome.

He understands the people better.
with them and their needs.

He can identify more easily

A study of census tract reports

and other demographic information will indicate the social,
cultural,

educational and economic level of each area under
Armed with this data,

consideration.

the church planter can

identify those areas in which he would best fit.
Demographic research indicates rapid growth in urban and
suburban areas.
central city,

Thirty percent of all Americans live in the

and forty-five percent live in suburban

communities surrounding the cities~

Projections indicate

?C. Wayne Zunkel, Growing the Small Church: A Guide for
Church Leaders (Elgin, 1L: David C. Cook Publishing. Company,
1985), p. 29.
BParvin, Missions USA,

p. 266.
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that these areas will continue to experience explosive growth.
During the next fifty years Los Angeles will grow by over 3
million.

Chicago will increase by 2 million people.

Houston

and Dallas will each entertain more than 4 million new
residents.

Atlanta,

San Diego, Phoenix and Denver will all

expand to the S million mark. g

It is estimated that over

one-half of all urbanites are unchurched. 10
Cities are focal points of change.

Changes first occur

in the city among the upper classes and spread downward to the
lower classes and outward to the countryside. 11
microcosm of the nation.

The city is a

Edward Dayton and Samuel Wilson,

claim that
. what shows up in the cities today, whether new
kinds of crime or new discoveries for medical care, will
arrive in noncity areas tomorrow.
Therefore, the future
for the rural and small-city dwellers is visible in large
cities today.12
Hesselgrave affirms that cities
. present the greatest potential and possibilities
for planting churches.
This is due to: (1) openness to
change, (2) the concentration of resources, and (3) the
potential for significant contact with surrounding
communities. 13
The apostle Paul concentrated his church-planting
g"America's Giants: Growth Forecast," U.S.
World Report, May 9, 1983, p. A1S.
10Parvin, Missions USA,

p.

News and

268.

11 George Foster, Traditional Cultures and the Impact of
Technological Change, (New York: Harper and Row, 1962), p. 29.
12Dayton and Wilson, Unreached Peoples:
p.

In

13Hesselgrave,
100.'

'82,

p.

34.

Planting Churches Cross-Culturally,
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ministry in cities which were "centers of Roman
administration,

of Greek civilization, of Jewish influence, or

of some commercial importance. "14

He found cities to be

strategic centers for reaching not only the urban population,
but the surrounding areas as well (I Thessalonians 1:8).
Since demographic studies indicate the cities are growing
rapidly,

have significant numbers of unchurched people, are

open to change which will impact on surrounding communities,
it would seem that an urban strategy of church-planting is
needed.
With over half the urban population being unchurched,
virtually any city could be considered a target city.

The

church planter should visit the general region he is
interested in and talk with pastors in the area to determine

I
I
i

I

I
I
I

if a particular city has an unusual need.

He can then visit

those metropolises which show promise to gather statistical
information and evaluate the situation.

As he prays,

does his

demographic research and tours the area, God will often begin
to burden his heart for one city above the others.

Evaluate the Statistics
Before making a final selection of the target city, the
church planter should carefully evaluate the information that
he has gathered.

Hesselgrave concurs when he warns:

No area should be entered with a church-planting
effort simply because some believer, however saintly,
has a desire or vision for a work, however noble and
14Roland Allen, Missionary Methods: St. Paul's or Ours?
(Grand Rapids, MI: Erdmans Publishers, 1962), p. 13.

•
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lofty.
We need corporate study of demographic data
of the kind that is readily available in many areas
of the world .15
A thorough statistical analysis of a region,

city, town

or neighborhood will reveal whether a genuine need exists for
Ebbie Smith lists five criteria for determining

a new church.
need:

1.

The.presence of a responsive population

2.

Significant unmet needs for salvation,

church membership

and social ministries
3.

Pockets of ethnic,

racial,

or socio-economic groups which

are not being reached by existing churches
4.

A shortage of evangelistic witness and church activities

5.

The proposed location fits into a regional church-planting
plan. 16
One should evaluate the ecclesiastical landscape when
A demographic breakdown of the community

determining need.

will reveal the number and kind of churches ministering in the
target area.
community?
there?

Are there sufficient churches to cover the
Are they reaching all the people groups who live

Are they growing numerically?

Do they have an

effective outreach ministry? Are people being saved through
their ministry?

What is the total attendance of all the

churches combined?
fundamental?

What portion of the churches are

Evangelical?

Liberal?

Catholic?

JeHish?

Cultic?

15Hesselgrave,

Planting Churches Cross-Culturally,

16S mith, Balanced Church Growth,

b

pp.

142-143.

p.

100
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A compilation of these statistics will help to determine
If there are only 5,000 people

the need for a new church.

attending church out of a population of 50,000, it would
appear there is a need for additional churches.

If most of

the churches do not preach the gospel or do not win souls,
same conclusion could be reached.

the

The neglect of ethnic,

racial and other people groups would also lead to the same
assumption.
There are two other questions that should be considered
when determining the best location for new churches.

In each

case a demographic evaluation will provide guidance.

Is the

area growing?

Is the community economically healthy?

A

Statistical Abstract from the Census Bureau will answer both
questions.

Expanding communities are generally more conducive

to church-planting than declining neighborhoods.

A sound
Usually

economy contributes to the stability of the church.
the two go hand in hand.
economically,

If an area is declining

people will move away.

families are moving into the vicinity,
economy.

If numbers of new
it indicates a strong

The only way to know what is transpiring is to

consult the statistical reports produced by local,

state and

federal officials.
Select the Target Community
Once the region,

state and city has been decided upon,

+

I

ministry area and a target group should be selected.

(

where within the city will the church be planted?

l

of ministry will be conducted?

a

Exactly

What type

Which people groups will

•
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receive the major thrust?

Again,

demography can contribute

valuable help in making these decisions.
The specific locality and type of ministry will be
determined by the target group.

Any community where there are

people offers potential for church-planting,

but some

communities show a much greater potential than others.

As

much information as possible should be gathered in order to.
prioritize the church-planting program.
will reveal the social,
community.

Statistical reports

economic and racial make-up of the

People tend to live in neighborhoods with similar

values to their own.
section of town.

Ethnic groups generally live in one

Blacks live in another part of town.

Upper

class whites live in the higher class suburbs while poorer
brothers live in lower class housing.
If the church planter plans to work with a particular
ethnic group such as Blacks, Hispanics or Jewish people, he
will be able to locate them by studying the census tracts from
his city.

If he is looking for blue-collar factory workers,

he will find them by examining the demographic records of the
community.

Demography will show him where the people are that

he wants to reach and thus will help him determine where to
begin his church.

In turn,

he can tailor his ministry to fit

the people group to which he ministers.
The church planter should concentrate his efforts on the
responsive segments in his target area.

McQuilkin concludes:

"It is thoroughly biblical for the Church to concentrate on
the responsive elements of society.

God Himself is selective

•
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in His approach to men.

This

selectivity is based at least

in part on man's response to God's approach."

17

Donald McGavran concurs when he admonishes:
the responsive [elments in the city].
responsive units.

"Focus on

The city mosaic has

Which units are receptive will differ from

city to city.,,18
David Hesselgrave observes that ".

. great growth can.

occur only when we concentrate our efforts on those areas and
peoples where responsiveness assures us that large numbers of

I

I

people will embrace Christ and join the churches."

19

Demographic studies and surveys can help determine where
the fertile soil is located within a community.

We know that

new residents are generally more responsive to the gospel than
long-time residents.

We know that young,

upward bound couples

with small children tend to be·more open to the claims of
Christ.

We know that people who are experiencing economic

hardship or who are facing a major crisis such as divorce or
the death of a loved one are more susceptible to being
reached.

Careful analysis of statistical data and door-to-door

surveys will locate pockets of responsive people who fit these
descriptions.

These would be ideal target groups for a new

church.
The church planter should aim at reaching homogeneous
units within the community.

It must be recognized that "the

17McQuilkin, Measuring the Church Growth Movement,
1BMcGavran,

Understanding Church Growth,

p.

p.

43.

p.

95.

289.

19Hesselgrave, Planting Churches Cross-Culturally,
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city is not a homogeneous whole,

but rather a mosaic made up

of hundreds of segments of society, a few responsive,
.

indifferent, and a few highly reslstant.

,,20

many

Each homogeneous

unit should be identified and a gospel ministry be designed to
reach them.

Orrin Morris of the Southern Baptist Home Mission

Board says:

"While the heterogeneous church (churches with a

diversity of members in terms of race,

age,

income and other

social characteristics) is a scriptural ideal,

churches still

ten d to start as h omogeneous unl. t s. ,,21
It is idealistic to think that a single church can be
planted among ethnic groups while ignoring the social,
linguistic and cultural difference which separate them.

The

social distance is simply too great for many of them to
traverse.

Clay Price,

Home Mission Board,

demographer for the Southern Baptist

observes that most church planters cannot

communicate heterogeneously.22

Recognizing this fact,

the

wise church planter will scour the demographic records of his
target area and identify the homogeneous units located there.
He will then focus his efforts on reaching those people.

Prepare A Community Profile
After gathering and analyzing all the available
demographic material,
~McGavran,

the church planter should develop a

Understanding Church Growth,

p.

287.

21Morris, Revised Census Data Manual for Associational
Planning: The Environmental Phase, p. 16.
22Given by Mr. Clay Price, Southern Baptist Home Mission
demography, during an interview with Roger McNamara on January
8, 1987, in Atlanta, Georgia.
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community profile of the target area.

His findings might be

listed under the following headings:
Here he should define the geographical

Ministry Area:

1.

boundaries of the area in which he plans to focus his
efforts. This should be drawn out on a city map with a
felt-tipped pen.
Type of Ministry Area:

2.

Under this heading he would

identify the kind of area he is considering.

Is it

Inner-Urban (a residential area for ethnics), Out-Urban
(middle to upper-middle class neighborhood toward the
edge of a city), City Suburb (prestige residential
neighborhood beyond the edge of the city), Metropolitan
Suburb (residential area circling a city),

Independent

City (not more than 50,000 people and no suburbs), Small
Town (village with less than 3,000 population), Rural
(few homes scattered miles apart)?

I
I

It

3.

Population:
the area?

4.

I

What is the total number of people living in
Is the population increasing or declining?

Religious Characteristics:

The percentage of churched

and unchurched people in the target area should be listed

i

here. The number of Bible-believing churches, their

I
i

t
l

It

location and total attendance should also be noted.

5.

family.

1

I
t
(

Family Income:

List the average annual income per

How many families will be needed to support the

church?

6.

Housing:

Indicate what percentage of the people live in

each of the following types of housing:

Single-family
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units (owner-occupied); Single-family units (renteroccupied); Multi-family units (owner-occupied,
condominiums, high rises); Multi-family units (renteroccupied, apartments, townhouses); Temporary housing
units (mobile homes, trailers).

A high percentage of

owner-occupied housing is best.

7.

Ethnic/Class:

Identify the social class and ethnic or

minority groups which predominate the target area.
S.

Schools/Institutions:

List all elementary,

senior-high, college and vocational schools.
hospitals,
9.

Age-Sex:
residents.

junior-high,
Include

prisons and military bases.
List the percentage of male and female
Then list ages by decade: 0-10 years; 11-20;

21-30; 31-40; 41-50; 51-60; 61-70; 71-S0; over SO. This
will appear as a pyramid when graphed.

An inverted

pyramid with a high percentage of elderly indicates a
dying community.

10.

Occupational Profile:

List the percentage of "white

collar" (professional, management,

sales and clerical)

and "blue collar" (craftsmen, operators, transport or
laborers) workers.

What percentage are service workers?

What percentage are farm workers?

Diversity reflects an

economically secure area.
The statistically compiled community profile will greatly
assist the church planter in determining God's will concerning
the location for new churches.

No longer will he have to rely

on casual assumptions about the community and its religious
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conditions.

Having done his homework, he will be better

equipped to determine the feasibility of starting a new church
in a given neighborhood. As he prays and seeks God's will, he
will be able to select the sections of the community which
will most likely produce the best results.

an analytical and predictive science.

Throughout history the

church has availed itself of new and innovative developments
from the fields of science and business.

There is every

reason to continue this practice when it serves to further the
cause of Christ.

As good stewards,

church planters and

mission agencies need to avail themselves of tools that will
enable them to use their resources as wisely as possible to
produce as much fruit as possible.

Demography,

properly used,

can greatly enhance the effectiveness of every church planter
who goes forth into the harvest field.
The contention and conclusion of this paper is that
demography can and must playa vital role in the planting of
new churches throughout the United States.

We can no longer

afford to waste the resources and personnel God has given us.
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We can not justify the expenditure of enormous sums of money
in unproductive,

poorly planned church-planting efforts that

are doomed to failure,

especially when God has provided us

with the tools by which we can make wiser and better choices.
Good demographic research provides the church planter
with the following benefits:
1.

It provides statistical proof of the need for a massive
program of church-planting within the United States.

2.

It traces internal migration patterns which indicate
newly developed suburbs which may serve as potential
church-planting sites.

3.

It reveals the location of significant pockets of
unchurched families in established communities.

4.

It identifies unreached people groups and ethnic
minorities.

5.

It indicates the economic stability or lack thereof in
the community.

6.

It helps to identify homogeneous units in the community.

7.

It identifies the religious composition of the area.

8.

It reveals the existence of competitive groups such as
cults, liberal churches and fundamental works whose
existence mayor may not mitigate against starting a new
church in the area.

9.

It identifies potential growth areas in target
communities.

10.

It identifies socio-economic factors which help to match
the church planter with those who are most likely to be

II
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responsive to his ministry.
11.

It provides an objective means for confirming the church
planter's subjective feelings concerning a potential
church-planting site.

12.

It can be used to identify "felt needs" in the community
and church.

13.

It can be used to develop a more effect ministry
philosophy based on those felt needs.

14.

It aids in the development of strategy and goal-setting.

15.

It provides a tool with which growth in the church or the
lack thereof can be charted and evaluated.

16.

It helps the church planter understand the people in the
area he has targeted.

17.

It helps to locate prospects and potential members.

18.

It indicates where the best property is located.

19.

It provides essential information for making sound
decisions in almost every aspect of church-planting.

20.

It greatly enhances the productivity and success rate of
church planters.
No longer does the church planter need to rely solely

upon his subjective feelings.

Church-planting does not have

to be a blind stab into the dark.

The Holy Spirit has now

provided the technological tools by which the skilled church
planter can objectively evaluate potential church-planting
sites and the progress of his ministry.

Demography must not

be seen as a substitute for the Holy Spirit nor should it be
allowed to become the sole determining factor in choosing
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one's place of service.

It is not an "either/or" situation.

He does not need to choose between demography and the Holy
Spirit.

Rather he must see good research as a tool the Holy

Spirit can use to direct him to his area of ministry.
all the information is gathered and analyzed,

When

the church

planter must still prayerfully search his heart to determine
if God has given him an inner peace about the location
indicated by the demographic research.

Used together,

demography and the Holy Spirit's leading, will greatly enhance
the church planter's effectiveness and success in establishing
new churches across this nation.
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